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FOREWORD

This Ilth annual- report on Federa:ly funded education programs administered by
the U.S. Department of Education is transmitted to Congress in iresponse to
several congressional mandates. Section 417(a) of .the General Education
Provisions Act'-(GEPA) directs that the Annual Evaluation Report evaluate the
effectiveness of programs in achieving their legislated purposes and include
recommendations for achieving greater_ effectiveness; Section 1246 of the
Education. Amendments of 1978 (P,iblic Law 95-561) requires that reporting on
program effectiVeness also indicate compliance with provisions of the law on
maintenance, of non-Federal expendituret where such provisions exist; and
Section 1305 of the Education Amendments of 1980 (Public Law, 96-374)
stipulates that the Annual Evaluation Report include tabulations of available
data to indicate the effectiveness of the programs and projects by sex, race and
age of their beneficiaries. This report addresses these mandated requirements
and, in addition, describes the means by which evaluation findings may improve
education programs.

A two-volume format has been adopted for the second consecutive year in order
to respond to the specific needs of report users. Volume I, which is intended for
general distribution, provides an ovefiew of education evaluation activities in
the Department of Education. This volume describes innovative information-
gathering and evaluation techniiues as well as management initiatives which will
better utilize evaluation findings. There are overviews with generalizations
from study findings and other analyses for programs in elementary and secondary
education, postsecondary education, and special category .programs. Highlights
of new evaluation findings from specific studies are reported. There is also a
special chapter on evaluation activities in the Office of Managment during fiscal
year 1981.

Volume II contains detailed program-by-program summaries , of available
information. For the first time, Volume II contains evaluation information on
programs transferred to the Department from other Federal agencies in 1980 as
a result of the Department --of Education Organization Act. Programs
transferred from the former U.S. Office of Education are again reviewed in
Volume II, as they have been each year in past Reports.

I would like to acknowledge the contribution of several offices and individuals to
this year's report. Most program chapters in Volume II were prepared by staff of-
the Planning and Evaluation Service whose names appear at the end of program
chapters as contaet persons regarding program effectiveness. These staff
persons worked 'under the supervision of their Division Directors, Drs. Robert
Maroney (Special -Category, programs), Salvatore Corrallo, (Postsecondary
programs), Janice Anderson (Elementary and Secondary programs) and Eugene
Tucker (Acting-Special Category programs). These Division Directors also
contributed the Education-Program Overviews in chapter II of Volume I.
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Several staff members in the Office of Organizational Performance Service
wrote materials for chapter IV of Volume I and for several program chapters of
Volume II. The Evaluation Coordination Staff directed by Mr. Edward Glassman
and including Ms. Elaine Green, Ms. Jean Onufry, Ms. Yvonne Briscoe, Ms. Diana
Carpenter, .and Ms. Pamela Butler, drew together and organized the report's
content from a variety of sources while preparing, editing, and typing the
materials of Volume I. A final word of recognition goes to the secretaries in
Planning and Evaluation Service and in Organizational Performance Service who
typed the many revisions for Volume II.

For copies contact:

Gary Jones
Deputy Under Secretary for

Planning, Budget, and Evaluation

Ms. Yvonne Briscoe
Office of Planning, Budget, and Evaluation
Planning and Evaluation Service
Room 3605 Switzer Building
330 C Street, SW
Washington, DC 20202
(202) 245-1625
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A

Secretary's Summary

The Annual Evaluation Report of the Department of Education is prepared each year
in response to a statutory mandate of the Congress. The law calls for evaluation of:

. . the effectiveness of applicable programs . . . in achieving their legislated
purposes together with recommendations which will result in greater effective-
ness in achieving such purposes."

.

This mandate is challenging, not only,because- it is broad but also because evalw.tors
have often had to invent new ways of describing and measuring education effective-
ness in quantitative terms. The Department evaluation studies sucrimarized in this
eleventh annual Report represent a rernarkable advance in reliabili* and validity of
knowledge about Federal education programs during the last decade, in terms of
describing how programs work and what:effects they create. For example, this Report
provides information which was not available a decade ago about some characteristics
of succesiful compensatory programs. Yet we still have much to learn about what-
specific steps a school district could take ,to improve effectiveness.

The most significant message is that much has been learned from evaluation studies.
Many readers of the Annual Evaluation Report refer to its two volumes to find the
material on a single program. They miss the larger picture. This Summary has been
prepared as a comprehensive and convenient reference of information about program
ef fectiveness across a wide array of evaluation studies in compensatory t ducation
(including urban areas and bilingual programs), school desegregation, postse..;:ondary
student and institutional aid, and adult education programs.

The information contained in the Annual Evaluation Report to the Congress is based on
studies that have been completed most recently or are still underway. In some cases,
the most recent studies concluded several years ago. Nonetheless, these reports are
still valid and; in most cases, refer to programs or situations that have been relatively
stable over time. The advantage of including information from-older studies, when
later ones are not available, is that each edition of the Report is a compendium of
informatioh available for each program administered by the Department of Education.

The following sections of this Summary present highlights of this year's Report for
several of the Department's major programs. References in parenthesis are to
chapters of Volume I or Volume II which provide additional information.

Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act

This program provides financial assistance to local educational agencies serving areas
with concentrations of children from poor families, in order to meet "the special
educational needs of educationally deprived children."

* General Findings

Evidence about the effectiveness of Title I services is now available from several
sources at the Federal, State and local levels. These sources show that, in general,
Title I Services are well-targeted in terms of schools in poor areas and of low-
achieving youngsters, are supplemental to services provided by States and school
districts, and are effective in helping manyfparticipating students to progress beyond



what would be expected without the program. (Volume I, Chapters II and HI; Volume
ll,-Chapters Al, A2, and A3)

o Specifically, the program is _found most often in school's in poor
neighborhoods: for example, 84% of the nation's elementary schools with
more than half of their students from poor families offer Title I programs;

o Title I programs concentrate their services on low-achieving students.
Results in 1977 from a national study showed that nearly 53% of pupils
served in grades one through six are in the lowest quartile in reading and
math achievement and that 84% of pupils are in the lower half nationally.
Results from all States for the 1980-81 school year showed that average .

pretest scores for students in Title I projects in reading and math, grades
two through six; ranged from the 22nd to the 27th percentile;

r,

o According te recent, repoits from the States, approximately 5.4 million
students from pre-school through grade twelve received Title I services
during the 1980-81 school year. The reports also show that about 4.2
million or 78% of those children received services in reading while 46%
received services in math. The national stUdy further showed that
resources allocated to Title I programs in reading and math were more, than
lA times as great as those allocated to the regular programs in those
schools;

o The national study, the State reports, and data from the National Assess-
ment of Educational Progress, all show that Title I services are often
effective in improving student performance in reading and math. The
national study found Title I students gaining in reading by 10% to 17% more
than similar non-Title I students in grades one through three. In grades
four through sixrhowever, the gains of Title I students relative to thdse of
similar non-Title I students ranged only from 0% to 8% greater. In math,
the relatively greater growth of jitle I students ranged for grades one
through six fro'rn 9% to 74%;

State reports based on school district data indicate greater gains by Title I
students, relative to similar students in national norm groups, ranging from
3% to 44% in reading and math and involving grades two through eight.
These results are based on a 12-month interval from pre-test to post-test.
Results based on, a 9-month testing interval for the same grades also
showed relatively greater gains for Title I ranging from 67% to 198%, but
possible problems in methodology are grounds for caution in interpreting
these findings;

o The National Assessment of Educational Progress has evidence of improve-.
ments during the past four years in the educational status of nine-year-olds
from minority groups, and of improved achievement levels in Title I ,

schools. These gains in achievement may be attribuiable, at least in part,
to increased attention to basic skills and to /effective, programs in
compensatory education.

* Recent Results from Urban Areas
(Volume I, Chapter II; Volume II, Chapter Al)

o Evidence from local sites often confirms the national findings. For a
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sample of 16 'Community School Discricts in New 'YOrk City, student gains
increased by 50% in comprehension and by 16% in vocabulary between 1980
and 1981, under a new competency testing program that stressed reading
cdmprehension. During the same period, city wide test scores, as well as
-results for New York State on the Scholastic Aptitude Test, showed
sufficient improvement to surpass national averages for the first time in
years;

During each of the past two school year's, the typical Title I student in
Chicago improved in reading by at least fOur percentile points as measured
by standardized tests. Students in some schools did even better, with gains
up to 67% greater than those of similar students in appropriate norm-
groups. In addition, 80% of the parents of these Title I children agreed
with the teachers and principals at the schools in endorsing the Title I
projects;

In New Jersey, Basic Skills Improvement (BSI) prog rams represent
compensatory education programs funded through combinations of ESEA
Title I, State compensatory education, and school district efforts. New
Jersey reported that not only had the programs accelerated the acquisition
of basic skills, but that the acceleration was greater in 1980 than,.it had
been since the State first began evaluating its prOgrams. In reading, BSI
students improved their performance from an average pretest /mean at the
23rd percentile to a posttest meio at the 36th percentile. In mathematics,
students moved from the 26th percentile at the beginning of the program
to the 42nd percentile in the following spring;

o Effective classrooms tend to be those with teachers actively engaged in
instruction, with disruptions kept to a minimum, with frequent feedback on
student progress, and with teacher participation in curriculum planning and
evaluation.

* Recent Results from State-administered Programs under Title I
(Volume II, Chapters A2 and A3)

The State-administered program for neglected or delinquent children
involved approximately 630 institutions in 1980' and is also well-targeted on
low-achieving students. It has been effective in improving the attitudes of
youngsters in institutions with regard to school and to themselves as
learners. In sites that emphasized careful scheduling of instructional
activities and where teachers had, relatively less non-instructiohal
responsibility (e.g., accompanying students around the institution) d
made appropriate use of audio-visual materials for instruction, stud nt
progress was better than the national average for this group. Nonethelees,
from a .national perspective, problems in* Pie delivery-of services to these
youngsters appear to be limiting student progress under this program. In
response, the, Department of Education is attempting to make available
models of effective service delivery and to ifhprove project monitoring at
these sites;

o The State-administered program for migrant children has also been serving
greatly disadvantaged children. A national study also fozfd, however, that
approximately half of the youngsters seryed attendç the same school
throughout the school year; of those who did not atteVd the same school, a
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little more than half (i.e., about 30% of all children served by the program)
missed only an average of six weeks from their main schools. In response,

, program administrators are .examining their recruitment methods in order
to locate and then serve the more mobile children among the population
eligible for services;

Students in the migrant education program tend to be older than their
classmates and their test scores on average for grades two, four,, and six
range-from the 21st to the 25th percentile;

o The home language for these students is often not English, but teacher
ratings (confirmed by some testing) Indicated that language problems'
interfered with schooling for only 26% of those children.

Title VI ofthe Elementary and Secondary Education Act (Emergency School Aid Act)

This program, recently included in the block grant program Under the Education
Consolidation and Improvement Act of 1981, has funded efforts to meet special 'needs
related to school desegregation and to encourage voluntary eliminat n of minority-
group isolation in schools. (Volume II, Chapters A10 and All)

o Recent studies indicate,that 329 school districtS, or apdroximately 65% of
those that applied, received Basic Grants under this prdgram in fiscal year
1981Authorized activities included hiring and training of staff, develop-
ment' of instructional materials, and activities in community relations;

o Students who participated in human-relations activities funded under this
program showed greater improvement than their peers in inter-group
attitudes and behaviors as well as in self-concept;

o Three of fifteen school districts visited in a study of discipline components
under this program indicated reductions in target schools of
disproportionate disciplinary actions such aS suspension, expulsion, and
corporal punishment. The three sites -appeared to have strong central
administrations and active parti ipation by parents and staff in program
planning;

o For fiscal year 1983, all school diStricts that receive grants under Chapter
2 of the Educatibn Consolidation and Improvement Act will have the
option, depending on local needs ahd priorities, to fund activities similar to
those of the former Title VI program.

Title VII of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act

This program has the general goal of developing proficiency in English for children of
limited English-speaking ability and providing them with equal educational
opportunity. (Volume I, Chapter III; Volume II, Chapter B1)

A national stUdy completed in 1977 found that fe-wer than one-third of the
students then served were actually of limited proficiency. In response, the
Congress and program administrators took steps to improve the targeting
of program services;

No new nationally representative data about the effectiveness of the Title
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VII program have been collected since the Education Amendments of 1978
clarified eligibility for services. Nonetheless, a recent reanalysis of
ex:sting information about a variety of instructional strategies for students
ot limited-English-proficiency has emphasized the importance of allowing
and encouraging decisions by State and local educators regarding student
needs and instructional strategies to meet those-needs;

o The program currently serves approximately 223,000 students who
collectively represent 71 different languages;

o The Department plans to begin this year a mandated multi-year study of
student progresi. In the meantime, information on Title VII projects is
being compiled and analyzed so that useful data will be available before
completion of the multi-year evaluation.

Student Aid Programs in PoStseconda'ry Education

The primarygdal of the Departm\enteof Education's postsecondary education programs
in fiscal year 1981 was to in rease educational opportunity. -The strategy for
achieving this goal involved the a arding of financial assistance to-students. (Volurne
I, Chapters II and III; Volume II, C apters El through E6)

o In recent years, the rates of growth of enrollments in postsecondary
education have steadi'y decreased. In 1980, in effect the first year of
operation of the Middle Income Student 'Assistance Act, the downward
trend in these rates was reversed for both men and women;

o In academic year 1979-80, the student burden (defined as the cost of
attending a postsecondary institution less all nnnreturnable aid such as
grants and family contributions) for most dependent students was less than
the amount that a student avid reasonably be expected to earn or borrow.
This finding suggests that financial barriers to postsecondary education
have been overcome;

o Although student burden was generally larger for independent students as
opposed to dependent students, most students appear to have had only
limited financial difficulty in attending all but the most expensive private

--ins,titutions;

-6 Federal student aid programs appear to provide sufficient funds to equalize
the level of the student burden at institutions with similar costs for
families with annual incomes of less than $24,000;

Federal aid programs appear to have placed attendance at relatively high-
cost institutions within the finanCial reach of the poorest students,
although it still entails considerable sacrifice, especially for independent
students;

o A redesign of the current delivery system for student aid programs at the
Federal level, in coordination with state', educational institutions, and
lending institutions, would result in a more nearly equitable distribution of
funds and in reduced opportunity for fraud a d abuse;

o Studies of Federal programs designed to re ove non-financial barriers to
college attendance continue to show that th se programs are an effective
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way Increase the enrollment and persistence of participati g students in
ppsfsecóndary institutions.

Institutional Aid Programs in Postsecondary Education
I

Although most Federal aid to postsecondary education goes directly to students, a
small portion has been directed to improving the quality of education offered to
students.

o Projects of the Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary Education
(FIPSE) at educational institutions were typically adopted in whole or part
by-six other institutions. However, 80% of the FIPSE project directors felt
the project would either not have begun or would not have survived without \
the Federal gran (Volume II, Chapter E25).

The Department of Education has developed a procedure for self-assess-
ment by postsec ndary institutions which has effectively reduced the need
for Federal asarstance in strengthening State licensing and oversight

--activities. At present, State licensing agencies, private accrediting
associations, and bostsecondary\education institutions are voluntarily using
that procedure as \ self-test in such areas as tuition rebate procedures in
cases of studen withdrawal, catalogue descriptions of admissions/

IIprocedures

and ra es, claims regarding job pl ce3rni.e)nts, 'and practices in
student financial asistance (Volume , Chapter

,

o A study of the financial condition of inst)tins of higher education in
fiscal year 1979_ in*ated that most schøols w re not then in immediate
financial difficuli37:11 there were, a substantial reduction in the funding of
Federal studenit-a4 programa, howeirer, enrollments could be affected with
prqound. effects bn the financial condition of a substantial number of
institutions (Volume I, Chapter III).

Adult Education - Grants to States'

1This prograT has the goal of expanding educational opportunities for adults who need
to acquire basic skills, who want to continue their educatiqn at least tp completion of
secondary school, or who want training to become "more employable, productive, and
responsible citizens." (Volume I, Chapter. III; Volume H, p4pter D6)

During fiscal year 1979, approximately 1.9 million adults teceived set'vices
from the Adult Education program at an average cost to. the Federal
Government of $46 per prticipnt. Approximately 41% of these
participants indicated they had fully attained their personal goals in
entering the program, while an additional 38% of these participants
indicated they had partially att ined their goals;

o Much of the instruction in thés program, especially when "English as a
Second ijanguage" is not inv,olved is- individualized in nature and involves a
competency-based approach to ad lt education;

Although school slistricts administ r the greai majority of adult education
projects, only 38% of students eet in classrooms of elementary or
secondary schools, while tut- rn t in adult learning centers, 10% in
community colleges and vocational/ echnical schools, and 25% in churches,
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prisons, libraries, or 13 rRiate _homes. This finding contrasts with the
widespread belief that most partratiali4 were rneting in classrooms of
elementary or secondary. schools;

,

,

o There appears to be little'or no support Ifor requiring special certification
for teachers of adult educationo

6 A

Although some participantivointed to a need for increased child-care and
transportation services, 'most respondents clearly do not share those needs;

In some States there is a good Fedth,l-State relationship in operating ,the
program, 'while in other States the relationship is spotty. Relationships
between States and Scliwl districts were generally quite good, with
communications judged arlIelpTul. There were virtually no relationship
between the Federal and local levels of the program.
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CHAPTER I 0

Evaluation in the Department of Education

During Fiscal Year 1981
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Evaluation is a critiCal \ component of Federal education activities. The
importance of evaluatiOn in the Department was recognized by the Department
of Education Organization Act, which states as one of its purposes "to promote
improvements in the quality and usefulness of education through federally
supported research, -evaluatibn, and sharing of information."

Broadly defined, e-Valuations are objective assessments of program and manate-
ment performance. Specific approaches adopted, costs incurred, and study
objectives vary. But all' ED evaluation activities share the common purpose of

/
trying to ensure that Federal education monies are_being efficiently spent on
prograins that rriset their mandates.

The DepartMent has undertaken a series, of initiatives that bring together
evaluation,' policy, and budget staffs to explore the implications of program
evaluations on all aspects of current depar*nental activities and to incorporate
evaluation 'results into future planning. number of management evaluation
efforti, also highlighted in this ref:4mq, gather information on program operations
that can be used in conjunction with the more elaborate program evaluation
studies.

.

Changes in Organization and Mission.During Fiscal Year 1981

{

1

Midway through Fiscal Year 1941, the Office of Evaludtion and Program
Management (OEPM) in the Office of management was reorganized. The three
dMsions responsible for program evaluatOns (the Elementary and Secondary
Programs Division, the Post Secondary Pro#ams Division, and the Occupational, 6
Handicapped, and Deirelopmental Programs Division), together with the
Evaluation Coordination Staff, transferred' from the Office of Management to
what had been the Office of Planning and Budget. That newly augmented office
changed its name to the Office of Planning, Budget, and Evaluation'(OPBE). The
evaluation units joined with the Division of Analytical Systems and the Division
of Technical Systems already in OPBE to form a new Planning and Evaluation
Service (PES) which provides planning, analytic, evaluation, and poiicy analysis
capability and services to the Department. The Director of the new OPBE is the
Deputy-UnderSecretary for Planning, Budget, and Evaluation.

The remaining divisions of OEP/M, which had made up the former Office of
nyManagement Evaluation, beca e the core of a new Office of Organizational

Performance Services (OPS) in the Office of Management. Made up at first of
--t-he Division of Quality AssuranCe, Division of Program Assessment, Division of

Management Analysis, Division .of Organizational Development, and DiVision of
Education Data Control, OPS was itself reorganized late in the fiscal year to' _,--include three Main divisions: 1) the Division of Education Data Control, 2) the
Division of Organizational Developrnent and Analysis, and 3) the Division of
Performance Management Systems. The Office of Organizational Performance
Services reports to the Deputy UnderSecretary for Management.

An important characteristic of this year's Annual Evaluation Report was the
close collaboration of the management evaluation divisions with the program
waluation divisions in producing materials for the Report. This collaboration
included not only the overviews on management evaluation activities that are



,

_presented in Volt:me I, but also a number of sections an individual Department,

programs in Vo Lime II. The mutual assistance of the program and management
evaluation unit was an indispensable feature in the timely production of the
fiscal year 1981 report. ',, .,--

I

.

The ED Policy Analysis Agenda for Fiscal Years 1981-1983
I l

Fiscal year 1981 was characterized not only by the aforementioned internal
organizational changes, but also by a national election and the transition to a
new Administration. The Administration is intensively reviewing and extensively
altering .the concept of the appropriate Federal rote in education and the
appropriate' rank and struc1ture of the Department itself. New legislation has
focused on funding levels for existing programs, block grants to State education
agencies, and to school districts, program consolidation, and reduced constraints
on the use of Federal funds by State and local agencies.

The Depailment proceeded with 'defining its future informatiOn needs,
identifying information already available from past studies and analyses or soon- _

-to-be-a-Vailable from current activities, -and selecting appropriate projecfor'
fiscal years 1982 and 1983. The organizational changes referre_dtothade it
possible to plan for evaluation, and to plan forpolicy-inalysit, within a broad-,
context- of_the budget and analytic functions-Of the Department. The resulting
Policy Analiiit-Agendaismeant-- to address,, major policy and budget questions
and to ensure that policy -and budget decisions Will benefit him the results of
evaluations, planning studies; technical analyses, ant policy reviews.

The Policy Analysis Agenda developed during- fiscal year 1981 for future fiscal
years has the following objectives:

1

o to identify the important issues that face Department of Education
(ED) programs and existing policies:

o to determine how these issues should best be.analyzed;

o to establish priorities among the information _needed to make
,program and policy decisions, to plan Department activities, and to
propose budgets, legislation, and other Government . action;
consequently,

o to determine the level and allocation of resources among items in the
analytic agenda.

Preparation of the Policy Analysis Agenda thus -had four distinct but related
aspects during 1981. One involved working closely with ED program and staff
offices to identify major issues in programs and management that the
Department would have to address during at least the next 2 fiscal years.

The second involved the documentation of planning, evaluation, .and analytic
projects conducted during fiscal years 1980 and 1981. The objectives ._of the
second aspect were twofold: to describe available or sbon-to.be available
information to help deal with the issues already identified; and to prepare
responses to the annual survey conducted by the Office of Management and
Budget (OMB) on resources used by each Executive Agency for evaluation and
management improvement; and to the annual survey by the General Accounting

15
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Office (GAO) of Federal evaluation projects.

The third aspect involved the prOposals by evaluation, program, planning, and
other- staff offices of studies, analyses and other projects designed to provide
still-needed information in coming 'yeari to help address the Agenda issues. Of
considerable assistance in this planning phase were recommendations regarding
evaluation issues and), projects made by the Committee on Evaluation and
InformationSystenis_ <CEIS) of the Council of Chief State School Officers. In
addition, program anq staff offices in ED provided information on organizational
resources, structures and activities that they intended to devote to evaluation or*
planning studies during future fiscal years.

The final aspect during 1981 involved the preparation by OPBE of a draft Policy
Analysis Agenda for Fiscal Years ,1982-83, review and comments by program and
staff top management, decisions as needed by the Secretary and Under Secretary
of ED about the content of. the Agenda, and preparation by OPBE of the final
Policy Analysis Agenda for Fiscal Years 1982-83.

The schedule for development of the Agenda was designed to complement the
calendar for fiscal year 1983 budget formulation. Much of the information
generated by each process was useful to the other. The period of preparation of
the fiscal year 1983 budget for the Department was .an appropriate time to
consider program and policy questions which needed further analysis-,for
resolution.
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CHAPTER II

EDUCATION PROGRAM OVERVIEWS



Elementary and Secondary Education Programs

Evidence on Program Components Hypothesized
To Be Related to the Quality of Education

Fiscal year 1981 sajik the completion of several evaluation efforts and the re-
analysis or further interpretation of results of earlier evaluations. The growing
information base and pressing budgetary debates both forced and facilitated a
switch in orientation, in many cases from, "Does this program work?" to "How do
the strategies in ;pis program work?"

Attention is focused, therefore, to discussion of what weknow about a variety of
program compOnents, most notably those /hypothesized to lead to the
accomplishment of program goals and therefore required by law. One sees in
the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA), for example, a global
model of a program in which various components are required plans,
coordination of services, training, instruction (or another -form of serv!ce),
evaluation, dissemination, and parent involvement. Because several studies have
examined program outcomes and the degree to which various components seemed
to contribUte favorably to those outcomes, and because a few studies have
focused on specific components such as evaluation or parental involvement, we

-"' now have pieces of evidence about many of the separate components.

The., full set of components are depicted in Exhibit 1 with legislative provisions
iequiring them, for the programs authorized in the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act. A clear picture emerges from Exhibit 1 of strategies being
common requirements. Of interest is the -degree to whichthey seem to lead to
program success or the improvement of educational quality.

Following are ine major, findings about the relationships among various program
components and the accomplishment of program goals most notably in the
area of student: achievement, the amelioration of intergroup relations and the
improvements Of attitudes during school desegregation efforts. Research is also
underway in bilingual education to identify components related to program
quality.

This overview is very brief and the .findings are gleaned from several studies
any one of which typically focuses only on a subset 'of the relationships among
this larger set. Therefore, the reader is cautioned not to jump to- any quick or
simple conclusions. The relationships have been documented, but in mostiases
only one at a timev.-that is, one cannot say from this evidence that all these links
hold for all combinations of the components in all settings.

In the fifteen years since passage -of the Elementary and Secondary Education
Act, several studies have documented the relationship between program
participation and increased performance in the basic skills. Most recently, for
example, investigators conducting the Study of the Sustaining Effects of
Compensatory Education reported that Title I students in grades 1-3 showed
greater- progress In reading than would have been expected for them without the
extra help offered by Title I; such progress over and above regular growth was
also documented in math for Title I students' in grade 1-6. Factors responsible
for this extra progress were found to be exposure to teachers with more
experience, more time in regular "non-compensatory" instruction, and work with



Exhibit 1. Components 1/ Commomly Required in Prorams vonsored under
the Elementary and Secondary Education Act

;rograim lag I

Education of the Disadvantaged Title 1

Basic Skill Improvement Title,1 I (PartS A, 8)

Metric Education Title III (Part 8)

Preschool Partnership. itle III (Part 0)

Consumer Education T tie III (Part E)

'Youth Employment 11 le 111 (Part F)

law-related Education Ti I. III (Part 6)

Environmental Education T1 Is 111 (Part H)

Correction Education Title III (Part J)

Biomedical Sciences Title III (Part l)

Population Education Title III (Part N)

Improvement in local Practices Title IV (Part C)

°Guidance. Counseling. Testing Title IV (Part 0)

Emergency School Aid Title VI

Bilingual Education Programs T)tle VII

Community Schools ' Title VIII

Gifted and Talented Title/IX (Part 'A)

Education Proficiency Standards Title IX (Part

Women's Educational Equity Tit10 IX (Part C)

Special Grants for Safe Schools Tiile IX (P. -t D)

Ethnic Heritage Title IX (Pa& E)

Entries in the table are section numbers of the law

An individualized educational plan for every participant is encouraged.

1/

Plan Coordinie44n

129 1../ 124(1)'

341(b,3).

86(4) 808(4,2)

921(4,2)

944(4,1)

953(1,C)

Training

124(1)

333(b41,D)

341(142)

347(d,4)

351(c), 353(b,40)

112(a)

,

392(b,l)

431(a,7), 431(b,C)

441(4,2,8)

607(4,1)

721(4,3.4)1

See footnote 5

922(4,2)

32(4.1,(1), 932(4,1,E)

944(4.1)

3/ Since the Title III programs require applications for funding which describe the purposes, strategies and
and evaluation to be supported under the grant, they could be said to require a plan. However, there is no

formal requirement in the law for a plan which .0 reviewed by local interested persons (as in ECIA, for
example) or individualized educational plan for each student (as in Public law.94-142, the Education for
all Handicapped Act, or In Section 129 of ESEA Title I). so tilts column has been left blanklor the ;

Title III programs.

Not 411 parts of. all titles are included because for 'tome, such as itle 11, Part K for Dissemination,Ur
Title V'for State leadership, the programs are not elementary and s condiry education per se, or due to
their nature, these program components make no sense.

y Bilingual education also has an entire program under Section 723 dev ted to training educational personnel
in institutions for higher. education to prepare them for service in t e area of bilingual education. 'This

In addition to the In-Service training allowed under local grants. A similar training program is authorized

under Section 812 to train-commenity education personnel.

Instruction Evaluation Dissemination Parent Involvement

124(4,1,2) I24(g) 124(h) 124(j,125)

205, 221(2) 202(a,2), .221(4) 202(4,3) 209, 222(1) 206, 221(3)

313(3) 312(40)

325(b,l) 325(b,3) 325)c)

333(b,l,C) 333(b.2), 334(3), 333(b,I,B)

335

341(b,2), 347(c1,2)

347(dv5)

. 351(c) 351(c), 354 (4.3) 35I(C), 353(b,2,11)

372(4) 372(4)

384(a.9) 384(4.11) 385(b) 384(4,88)

4

39 (1).4) 392(b,3 and 5) 392(b,2)

4 1(4.3)
431(a,4), 431(1410)

441(a ,2,G)

607(4,2-4,8) 607(a,6), 610.- 607(. .6) 610(4.1)

(1,11)

721(4.1) 721(b,3,C,I11) 703(a,4,E)

1108(a.11) 808(4,10)

9050.6 :905(a .4)

922(4.3) 922(a ,1)

9320.1.0 932(1,1)

944(.,4) r 944(4,2)

953(1,8)
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tutors. The eelationships were ,weak enough, however, to highlight the
importance of indepth, observational efforts to identify truly effective
instructional practices. 41-

/
The body of knowledge abiCut the importance of specific teacher practices and
environmental factors for promoting student growth is large. Wiley and
Harnischfeger found that 'student gains were related to time spent in instruction
(1974) as did Hanson an Ross (1975); more recently, measures of "educational
time" have been refine , however, to be "time-on-task" rather than "allocated
time", .and as would 1:: expectekk stronger relationships between this measure
and student gains have been found (Alvin and Roth, 1978; Marliave, Fisher, and
Dishaw, 1977). Keesling and Pfannenstiel vertified this relationship in

/ classrooms in institutions for the neglected or delinquent and found that the
critical factor in that setting for, increasing student time-on-task was having
teachers actively teach. _ That is, the use of audiovisual materials (oft -n misused
to allow the teac er's absence from the classroom rather than as a vital part of a
lesson plan) -anf of independent seat work were found to negatively affect
student growth 1981).

Similaily, an/indepth study in second and fifth-grade classrooms in 55 poverty
schools doc inented positive and negative classroom influences: teachers who
spend awe ter percentage of their time in instructional activities (as opposed to
non-instru tonal ones such as behavior .management) are more effective in
keeping, t eir students attentive to tasks-and such attentiveness is related to
greater /achievement growth; students assigned independent seatwork are more
freque ly "off task"; and in groups With great amount of disruptions, the sources
of thoe disruptions could more frequently be under the teacher's control (Lee, et
al., 1 81). 7

1 Th* body of evidence about the importartce of teacher's being active instructors
and managing classrooms to reduce dpruptions 'suggests that use of better
classroom management strategies and teacher-training activities to increase the

/repertoires of skills available to teachers are two ways to improve, programs.
/ Driven by this and other research, the National Institute of Education is

sponsoring a demonstration program In which local educators refine and use
particular models of classrooth management techniques (Kocher, 1981). Data
from this experience, as well as complete descriptions of the models themselves,
will be disseminated for use by other local educators deciding to try the same or
similar routes to program improvement.

The rble of teacher training as a component in successful programs was
documented in the Study of Emergency School Aid , Act Hurnan Relations
Activities. Specifically, staff training and compensation for training were
related to positive outcomes in students' attitudes toward school, their
intergroup behaviors, and their intergroup attitudes (Doherty, 1981).

A detailed report on the findings of this study regarding the effectiveness
of Title I services is given on pages 40 to 45 of this volume.
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Occasionally a plan for coordination of services is required by law. Seen as a
way to demonstrate that coordination has occurred or does occur in the
educational programs f 1r certain groups of students, plan may be required' as
documentation of the goals and strategies to be implemented across an entire
school or districts or more as a type of prescription for services to be provided
for each student based on an individual assessment of needs.

Rubin and David (1981) examined schoolwide projects implemented under Section
; 133 of Title I of ESEA,'which requires a plan including an assessment of student
needs, a comprehensive program to meet those needs, .input from all staff and
parents, consultation throughout the project among all parties, appproval by the
school advisory council, and evaluation procedures (ESEA Title I, Section 133 \
(b)). They found that planning to meet student needs by a program of ,

comprehensive services from various resources did not occur 'more in those sites 1

implementing schoolwide projects than it had before the site's decision to take I

advantage of the neW provisions. In places where systematic planning did ,occur,
it was not due to the requirement but rather to the administratorrs seeing a plan
as necessary for the effective use of resources and for consensus-building among
staff and parents.

Evidence to support the usefulness of coordination of services as outlined, by a
plan was found in the in-depth substudy of the Sustaining .Effects Study noted,
above. Specifically, the more regular and compensatory teachers with second7L/
grade students in clmmon showed knowledge (on a questionnaire) of the
curriculum being addressed by the other, the greater were student gains ir both
reading and math (Lee, et al.,1981). The results did not hold for fifth-grade
teachers, however.

. /

As shown in Exhibit 1, most programs also require somç sort of evaltiat'On.
Especially in time of scarce resources, administrators ar assessing the effects
of their efforts or comparing different strategies for better effectiveness.
Earlier research suggested that rational . decisionmaking about educatilonal
programs such as would use evaluation studies for information about , hose
efforts was rare (David, 1978). Later evidence, even though informal at this
time, suggests that, indeed, districts with more effective educational pr grams
do also have good evaluation strategies (Crandall, forthcoming). ,

Much effort is underway to support-evaluations leading to program impg o ement.
Staff in ten regional TeOnical Assistance Centers focusing on est.:Natio efforts
in ESEA Title I districts ftport increased numbers of requests for help 4éi the use
of evaluation results for educational improvement. The develofrient of
materials and workshop curriculums dealing with this -topic has bee n a major
priority for two years. Again, there is no direct -evidence yet of the ay-offs of
all these efforts, but a study assessing the evaluation models an technical
assistance work under Title I should provide some insight into this by no later
than February 1982. ..

Another program component believed to support the quality of education is
parent involvement. Occasionally, efforts to identify the components leading to
program success have discovered more parent involvement in effective sites and
less in ineffective sites (Wellisch, et al., 1976). In addition, a current study has
described parent Involvement in representative samples of sites for ESEA Title I,
Title VII Bilingual, ESAA, and Follow Through in terms of actiiiities undertaken
by both councils and other parents and the numbers of parents'involved in each.

12
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General findings have been that the content of legislation and regulations greatly
influences what districts do with parents, the level of funding influences parent
involvement, and monitoring parental involvement activities is important.
Specifically, greater involvement was found in instances in which specific
activities were stated in the legislation or regulations, and there were incentives
(such as priority for work as aides) for parents to be involved (Kees ling, 1980).

summary, a body of evidence is accumulating about how program 'components
are implemented by Federal education grantees and how those activities may
lead to improvements in the quality of education. While one must 'continually
examine questions of program targeting, services, and the effectiveness of
Federal education programs, it is also impOrtant, especially as education laws
are being analyzed and rewritten, to compile whatever data possible to address
the separate components possibly influencing that effectiveness. As discussion
of effective strategies and components progresses as opposed to global notions
of overall program. success or failure Federal efforts to facilitate the
improvement of education can be strengthened.

'o
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Postsecondary Education Programs

The primary goal of the Department of Ethication's postsecondary education
programs in fiscal year 1981 was to increase educational opportunity. The
strategy for achieving this goal rested principally on providing financial
assistance to students and to selected institutions. Federal stu nt assistance is
awarded both directly and indirectly through State a enc s and education
in itutions. In .FY 1981, the obligations for ED's ent financial assistance
programs totaled almost $5.45 billion. ;Institutional assistance is granted
primarily through the Developing Institutions Program and Special Programs for
Disadvantaged Students. In fiscal Year 1981, institutional assistance amounted
to slightly more than $400 million.

Participation Rates

Figures on college enrollmerl for the 18-24 year oids during the 1976-80 period
are presented in Table 1. if Participation rates over the most recent 5-year
period for the population as a whole indicate a continuous trend downward to
1980 when enrollment rates reversed for both males and females, perhaps due in
part to the impact of the Middle Income Student Assistance Act (MISAA). V
However, enrollment rates by themselves say nothing about how, overall
opportunities for college-age youth have been changing. For example,' any
potential increase in enrollment figures for low-income or ;minority students 'by
increasing available financial aid may be offset entirely or partially by
improvements in \ employment proipects for noncollege-educated individuals.
Such a phenomenOn would be most noticeable for students whose performance in
college is predicted to .,e "marginal." Tables presented in this section should be
interpreted with this in raind.

Participation rates for the white subgroup indicated the same trend as the
general population for both males and females. However, the rates lor the non-
white subgroupi\collectively diPplayed a consistent pattern; the rates for males
fell in each case \\while the rates _for females were consistent with the general
population. Table 2 pre nts the annual enrollment rates of primary family
members enrolled in college from 1976-1979 by family income groups. Over this
period, a clear trend of declining enrollment rates is evident in almost all income
categories. However, while rates changed from two or three percentage points
for families with incomes of less than $15,000, they dropped more than 8-40
points for families in income categories above $15,000. The differences were
not as volatile in nonwhite families but the patterns were similar. 2/

Considering the reversal in the enrollment rates for 1980 and the increase in the
level of benefits and the number of recipients, fhere does seem to be an active
academic market place. Prior to 1980, falling enrollment rates suggested that
the perceived long-term financial benefits from a postsecoodary education were
less attractive than they once' were. The addition of student funds through
MISAA, however, has apparently reduced the net price to a level that again
makes the investment in a postsecondary education attractive to a substantial
portion of the 18-24 age group. The cOndition of the economy.may also have had
an influence upon the age group as larger numbers of students remain in school
because of limited current employment opportunities.
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Table 1

Total timber and Percentage of 18- to-24- Year Olds
Enrolled in College, Ew Sex, Race, and Spanish Origin (in thous/01dd) 1976-80

All * White Black

"'o

Other Spaniih Origin'

OCTOBER 76

Pop ----46919
In College

Ibtal Rale Penile Ibtal Male Female Ibtal Male Female Ibtal Male Feat le Ibtal Male iknule

7181
13012

,1673
£3907
3508

23120
8276

11279
3250

11840
3026

3315
748

1503
331

1813

417

a.

48N
157

2'

92

254

65
1551
310

701
150

850
160

% in college 26.7 28.2 25.2 27.1 28.8 25.6 22.6 22.0 23.0 32.4 40.0 25.6 20.0 21.4 18.8

OCTOBER 77

Pop 27341 13218 14113,, 23440 11445 11995 3387 1528 1859 514 245 259 1609 754 855
In College 7143 3712 3431 6209 1286 2923 772 309 413 212 117 95 278 139 139
% in college 26.1 28.1 24.3 26.5 28.7 24.4 21.3 20).2 22.2 41.2 47.8 36.7 17.3 18.4 16.3

OCTOBER 78

'Pop 27647 13385 14262 23650 11572 12078 3451 1554 1897 546 259 287 1672 781 891
In College 6994 3621 3373 6077 3195 2882. 695 305 390 222 121 101 254 126 128
% in college 25.3 27.1 23.7 25.7 27.6 23.9 20.1 19.6 20.6 40.7 46.7 35.2 15.2 16.1 14.4

OCTOBER 79

Pop
In College
% in college

27974
6990

25.0

13571
3508

25.8

14403
3482

24.2

23895
6119

25.6

11721 1 4

3104 -304 ,

28:5 248

3511
696
19.8

1577
304

19.3

1934
392
20.3

568
175

30.8

273
100

36.6

295
75
25.4

1754
293
16.7

337
153
18.3

917

140
15.3

OCIOBER 80

Pop
'In College
% in college

28130
7226

25.7

13652
3604

26.4

14478
3625
25.0

23975
6334

26.4

11767
3224

27.4

12208.
3110
25.5

3555
688
19.4

1600
278

17.4

1955
410

21.G.

600 .

204

34.0

285
102

35;8

315
105

33.3

1962
315-
.16.1

971
154

15.9

992
160
16:1

* Students of other races are Includedlin octal for ell students but are not listed separately.

Source: Calculated from U.S. Bureau of Census, Current Population Reports, Series, P-20, No. 222, Table 14;

No. 241, Table 13; No. 260, Table 12; Nos: 272, 286, 303, 319, 333, 346, 360, table 13.
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PERODITWE OP 18-24 YEAR OLD PR:MARY FAMLLY MEMBERS MOLLEDIN ODLLE0E, BY RACE, SEX AND FAMILY INCOME

All Races

Tot.

1976 lncoMs

N.R,04

0--4,999
5,000- 9,999
13,000-14,999
15,000-19,999
20,000-24,999
25,000 +
All Incomee

1977 Income,

0- 4,999
5,000- 9,999

10,000-14,999
15400-19,999
20,000-24,999'
25,000 +
All Incomesr
1978 Incuat.

c

_27-,6----281-26,6
14.5 17.2 12.6
415.1 17.1 13.5

21.4 22.6 20.4
32.8 33.1 32.5
44.1 41.8 ' 46.4
55.2 52.9 57.9
26.7 28.5 25.1

1

28.2
, 13.0

15.5
19.3
26.4
38.2
54.6
26.1

NA.* 28.7
0- 4,999 13.1

5,000- 9,999115.1
10,0W-14,999 18.1
15,000-19,999 23.3
20,0C1-24,999 32.6

25,00L + 48.1
All Inaomes 25.6

7 1,

30.2
14.4,

17.4

20.4
27.2
40.1
;4.0
28.4

26.3
12.1
114,p.

18.4

25.7
36.3

55.3
24.1

29.5 27.9
16.6 10.8
17.2 13.4
19.6 47:3
25.1 21 7
32.9 32.2
47.0 49.6
27.7 23.8

1979 Incre

N.B. 27.1 28.0
I 4,999 12.1 14.0

5,000- 9,999 14.7 14.6

10,000-14,999 16.1 17.2

15,000-19,999 22.7 24.1

20,000-24,999 28.2 ..26.4

25,000 + 45.6 44.3

All Incomes 25.2 26.3

26.2
10.8
14.8
15.3_
214
30:0
47.0
24.2

Tot.

*lite
Tot.

Eilaek

Tbt.

Other

MI* Fs'

Spanish Origin

Tbt. M F

29.4 30.0 28.8 10.6 10.1 11.1 41.8 60.9 28.1 22.2 26.2 19.3
13.8 18.3 10.2 15.9 14.3 16.8 15.2 15.6 14.7 ' 12.1 9.4 13.7
14.7 17.1 12.7 17.5 17.3 17.8 14.5 14.3 14.3 15.2 18.9 12.1
20.0 21.4 18.8 32.2 31.9 32.5 32.4 19.2 39.6 25.2 28.9 22.8
32.1 32.2 32.0 37.1 35.4 39.2 54.3 63.6 30.8 41.2 39.6 42.9
43.6 41.4 46.0 '58.1 52.1 64.4 31.4 33.3 30.4 34.3 30.6 38.7
55.3 53.1 58.1 59.5 51.6 65.1 36.1 42.1 29.4 43.8 40.0 53.8
27.3 29.2 25.4 , 22.9 22.5 23.2 29.7 34.1 26.0 20.4 22.4 18.9

29.7 31.7 27.8 16.0 15.4 16.5 26.2 35.0 18.2 12.8 10.9 14.1
12.4 14.4 10.8 13.7 13.3, 13.9 24.1 30.8 18.8 10.0 12.6 8.3
14.0 16.7 11.8 20.3 18.6 21.8 32.9 43.3 12.8 13.7 11.9

' 18.5 19.7 17.4 25.2 25.3 25.0 29.2 25.0
,26.8

t32.5 15.8 16.7 15.2
25.9 26.9/ 25.0 29.2 27.4 30.5 46.5 46.4 46.7 32.1 33.8 30.2
38.1 40.5 35.5 36.1 29.3 40.3 51.4 41.2 61.1 36.5 36.4 36.6
54.6 54,3 54.9 48.9 40.0 62.9 64.7 63.0 66.7 46.3 48.6 43.8
26.7 29.3 24.3 21.0 19.9 21.8 36.0 40.9 31.7 16.9 18.2 15.9

29.1 30.0 28.3 24.1 21.4 26.3 35.4 52.4 22.2 14.3 6.1 19.5
12.6 16.5 9.8 13.7 16.2 12.2 18.4 26.1 11.5 8.5 11.3 6.5
13.8 16.2 11.8 17.9 17.8 17.9 31.5 38.0 '25.9 8.5 8.2 8.8
17.8 19.4 16.3 21.5 19.6 23.1 29.7 32.1 27.8 18.2 20.4 16.2

J 23.0 252 21.1 21.8 17.1 25.6 50.8 68.2 45.5 22.1 29.2 16.0
32.3 33,2 31.4 34.9 25.3 46.3 39.0 42.9 35.5 25.4 25.6 25.0
48.4 47.4 49.6 41.8 35.2 50.0 48.5 51.7 46.2 47.4 51.9 43.3
26.2 28.5 24.1 20.4 19.7 20.9 36.8 43.3, 31.2 14.9 16.2 13.9

28.0 28.9 26.8 18.6 16.8 20.1 42,4 42.9 41.7 8.9 8.7 9.1
11.5 11.9 11.2 12.2 17.7 10.3 16.3 26.1 7.7 15.6 18.6 13.8
14.0 14.4 13.6 16.1 14.5 17.5 22.4 20.9 23.6 10.0 9.8 10.2
15.0 16.6 I98 17.5 17.2 23.0 35.7 45.5 29.4 15.7 17.5 14.1
22.1 23.3 21.1 26.3 30.1 23.3 32.8 32.3 33.3 21.7 30.7 11.5
27.7 26.0 29.2 32.4 24.6 41.3 34.6 54.2 17.9 19.5 18.6 20.5
45.7 44.6 47.0 36.3 25.0 46.3 61,1 72.7 51.3 40.3 42.9 37.7
25.9 27.1 24.8 19.9 19.0 20.6 31.2 3,2 25.8 16.4 19.1 14.1

Income' not reported
mruased an differences. Small, numbers In'Individual income claSses may cause large variations in percentage.

SOURCE: Calculatedlrom T.S. Bureau of Ceram, Current Population Reports, Series ?-20,
tbs. 286f-303, (319, 333, 346, ?50.
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The preceding discussion has focused exclusively on college enrollment, because
, no comparable time-series data exist for the non-collegiate sector of
postsecondary education proprietary and public technic .1/vocational schools.

Improving Access and Choice Through Student Support

.Enhancing educational opportunity through student financial Sid programs
removes financial barriers to postsecondary education for qualified applicants
(access), and provides each 'potential student with ar wide a variety of
postsecondary education options as possible (choice). A number of assumptions
underlie this seneral position. They are: (1) that parents bear the primary
responsibility for financing their children's education; (2) that students
themselves bear some of the burden of financing their education; (3) that the
portion of the financial burden borne by the students themselves be distributed
as equitably as possible; and (4) that the most needy students be aided first.

ED-administered programs prbvide three types of student acsistance. Grant aid
-19on-retutnable) is provided by the Pell Grant, Supplemental Educational
Opportunity Grant (SEOG), and State Student Incentive Grant (SSIG) programs.i/
Obligations for these programs 'totaled almost $3 billion in fiscal year 1981.
Loans are provided by the Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL), National Direct
Student Loan (NDSL), and Health Education Assistance Loan (HEIV..) programs.
The 1981 obligations for these programs amounted to 2.l billionl/ Earnings are
provided by the College Work-Study (CWS)-Program. Qbligations for CWS were
again $550 million in fiscal year 1981.

The grant programs (as opposed to the loan and work /programs) have distinct
roles in removing financial barriers to access and increasing choice. Grants are
seen as providing the financial support that less well-off parents are unable to
provide. Loans and work-study jobs, on the other hand, offer students the means
to share the financial burden of attending an educational institution. Offering
the students both loan and work opportunities allows them a choice in the timing
of when they ultimately bear their share of the financial burden. Work allows
them to bear it concurrently with their schooling; loans allr them to put off the
burden until after they finish their education.

Impact of Student Financial Aid Programs

The achievement of the "access" objective of the student financial assistance
programs can be measured by the absolute size of the financial burden a student
must bear if he or she is to attend a postsecondary institution. This "student
burden" is the difference between the cost of attending an institution (tuition,
fees, room, board, etc.) and the nonreturnable aid the student receives from his
family, the government, or other sources (i.e.; family contribution, grants, and
scholarships). Presumably, the, student burden is financed by some combination
of borrowing and work, and thus\ for students attending postsecondary institutions
it can be measured by the sum of their loans, earnings from part-time workand
savings from summer wor

.
.

Two aspects of- the student burden can be used in measuring the impact of
student aid programs on "access." The first is the size of the student burden. If
we assume that the student should be free to choose between current and future
work, burden size should not exceed reasonable part-time ear ings and summer
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savings alone, or reasonable borrowing alone. The second important aspect of
the- student burden as a measure of program impact is the degree to which it is
equal or unequal across heed categories, as measured by family -resources, for
different types of institutions (selectiveness, public or private, 2 years or 4
years). This aspect may be interpreted as measuring the degree of equality of
financial opportunity, which is derived from the premise that the burden borne
by students should be as equal as possible.

The performance of the student financial aid programs with respect to the
"choice" objective can also be measured in terms of the student burden. Are. all
postsecondary education ,options "affordable" in terms of the burden a student
must bear, regardless of family resources? If burdens increase, can they still be
covered by available loans and work? Relative income equality is a second
useful criterion in evaluating finahcial aid programs with respect to choice. \ The
degree of equality in relative burdens serves as a measure of the extent to which
grant programs equalike the financial, terms upon which prospective students
must choose between postsecondary options. Clearly, relative student burdens
will bek.,equal if the student burden associated, with each education option is the
same regardless 'of the student's family resources, An education option in this
context can be defined by the total cost of attendance on the student's expense
budget.

Evidence Concerning the Impact of ED's Student Financial Assistance Programs ,

Table 3 shows estimates of the mean expected family contribution, total grant
aid received, and student burden borne by financial aid applicants, categorized
by dependency status, family income for dependent students, and the cost for the
institution attended. The estimates of mean student burden are useful in
assessing the impact of ED's financial assistance programs. It should, however,
be remembered that these estimates are derived from data on aid applicants
only.

A comparison of student burdens with what students can be reasonably expected
to earn or borrow sheds light on the achievement of both the access and choice
objectives of the student financial aid programs. As a reference, a student
working a the minimum wage for-15 hours a week during the school year could
reasonably .expect to clear $1,200 -for school use, while summer work could
produce another $800 in savings. Therefore, from work alone a student should be
able to finance a student burden of $2;00 provided, of course, that a job exists.

Under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program, all dependent undergrach ate
students are eligible to borrow Op ,6 $2,500 per year to a maximum of $7,500;
"needy" students can be allowed loans by postsecondary institutions of up to
$6,000 in their first 2 years of study and another $3,000 in their second 2 years
under the National Direct Student Loan Program.

If access is interpreted as adequate financial resources to attend an institution
with cost of less than $4,000, the meah stuaent burdens presented in table 3,
even if adjusted for inflation, indicate that the access objective has been
reasonably accomplished for all_dependent students. For these students, the
burden coUld be easily financed by part-time work alone. The indePendent
students' burdens are significantly higher, but seem manageable if studvnts
commit much more time to work, or are willing to take out sizable loans.'
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Mean ExpecteiFavily Contribution, Grant Aid and Student Burden for
Aid Applicants Dependency Status, by Family Income, and by the

Student EXpenselludget of the Institution being Attended: 1979-1980

(in-dollars)

Dependent Students by Family Income Independent Stdent5

Student EXpense 0 $6,000 $12,000 .$18,000 $24,000 $30,000

%dart -5.999 !114222. -17.999 ..13,229 -29.999 and over

0 - _Expected Family Cmtribution a) 241 277 625 782 1,213 1,033 b) 185

$2,500 All Grants 1,097---.....1,063 829 798 . 680 765 649p

Student Burden 510 535 574 -510- 287 250 68O1

$2,501 - Expected Madly Contribution. ) 439 629 661 1,015 1,171 1,447 29

3,000 Ali Grants 1,230 1,096 1,082 852 694 396 77

Student Burden 1,049 1,021 1,020 - 869 891 808 1,7T2

$3,001 - Expected Family Contribution a,) 302 370 - 729 1,151 1,475 1,645

4,000 All Grants 1,786 ,c, 1,670 1,473 1,201 823 1,018 \,

Stuftnt Burden 1,058 1,573 1,414 1,229 1,314 959

d25

,001 - EXpected Family Contribution a) 257 288 767 1,779 2,665 ' 2,225 1382

Au Grants 2,260 2,271 1,880 1,238 752 1,002 ,288

Student Burden 2,037 1,977 1,902 1-,547 / 1,125 1,348

$5,001 - Expected Family Contribution a) 369 545 884 1,405 2,026 3,146 361

6,000 Al1 Grants 2,612 2,405 2,002 1,904 1,.634- _ 979 1,424
,

Student Burden 2,437 2,593 \,2,648 2,251 1,960 1,396 3,642

)::i - Expected Family Contribution a) 860 823 1,379 2,450 3,012 4,738

000 All Grants 3,293 3,366 2,844 2,611 2,256 1,421

Stair-lint Burden 3,222 3,186 3,413 2,285 2,202 1,626 .

89?

1,515

.5,349

Note: a) The Expected Family Contribution la computed according to the Uniform Method(!logy, adjusted where
appropriate so as net to be less than $1,110 for a student living with parents.

b) Cell frequency fewer, thin 30.

A

Source: "Study of the Impact of tbe Middle-Incane Student Assistance Act", Applied Sciences,
Silver Swing, MO, 1980. Oontract funded by Office of Dalustion and Progx limaNgement/ED

A.,
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What about "choice? How feasible are the student burdens at private and
proprietary higher cost institutions? Looking at table 3, we see that the largest
mean student burden is $3,413 foi; dependent students. A burden of this
magnitude is approximately $1;400 more than the sum of reasonably expected
student earnings ($2,000) and would require annual student borrowing ($1,413).
Thus -the student would have had to both borrow and work to meet the total cost
of education. The largest mean student burden is $5,349 (for independent
students' at, institutions costing over $6,000). A burden this large is over $800
more than the sum of -what a student can borrow and reasonably be expected to
earn ($4,500).

Table 3 also implies that, as institutional costs become greater, and given that
the burden is a mean value, there_ are large numbers of students whose burdens
exceed allowable annual loan limits and reasonable levels of part-time earnings.
Nonetheless, students still attend these institutions, making it reasonable to
assume that students who are managing to enroll at more expensive institutions
could also have attended less expensive ones. On the basis of what is presented
in .this table, it seems safe to assume that a considerable degree-of real choice
among pcistsecondary institutions exists for most students. But for many
students, choice -comes only at the price of much higher personal sacrifice in
terms of student burdens, particularly for the independent student. However, as
later discussion will show, MISAA may have had a profound impact on enhancing
student choice.

A--Turning to the qUetion of whether there is equality in the financial terms of
access and choice among svdents with different 'family resources, we can look
at Table 3 again. A coMparison of' r, ean student burdens for differing
dependenCy and family incom6 categories, within inititutional cost categories,
indicates a high' degree of equality among dependent students whose family
incomes are less than $24,000. 'Mean- student burdens tend to decline for
dependent students as they move to higher income categories. However, burdens
increase markedly for both dependent and independent itudents as student
budgets increase.

In conclusion, it appears from the data available that ED's student financial aid
programs have bein reasonably successful in providing financial access to some
level of postsecondary education for all prospective students with financial need.
These programs appear to have _made even the most expensive postsecondary
options potentially affordable-even for the poorest students. But attendance' at
high-cost institutions seems to come only at the price of very high personal
sacrifice for certain categoriet of vuderts, particularly the independent student.

The Impact of the Middle Income Student Assistance ACt

The Middle Income Student Assistance- Act (MISAA) became law on November 1,
1978. However, its provisions affecting the BEOG, SEOG and CWS programs did
not take effect until the start of the 1979-80 academic year. The intent of this
legislation was to reduce the student burden of middle-income students. To see
if this occurred, we can look at the average award and the proportion of
recipients of any form of Federal financial' assistance before and after enact-
ment. Evidence from the Study of the Impact of the Middle Income Student
Assistance Act indicates substantial:), higher `r4tes of participation for
sophomores and juniors and higher average awards. §./ Participation increased by
almost 4 percent for sophomores and over 9 percent for the juniors while average
size of the awards increased over 24 percent for both sophomores and juniors.
(See Table 4.)



Table '4
Average Size of Total Award and Percentage Increase in Recipients

of Any Form of Federal Financial Assistance for
Sophomore and Junior Cohorts Before and After MISAA

Class Level

Sophomores
Juniors

Average Size of Percentage Increase
Total Award in Recipients
1978-79 1979-80 1978-79 to 1979-80

$1,416 $1,760 4%
$1,504 $1,882

Source: See Note _67-
While MISAA Provided for increased funding of all programs, the most significant
increase in award level and participation rates was provided under the' GSL
program. Total loan funds available increased from almost $3 billion to $4.8
billion as a result of the removal of the income test. The impact of ,this change
is quite evident in Table 5 both in terms of awards and participation rates.
Furthermore, overall funding for Basic Grants increased by less than $225
million, resulting in larger numbers of upper- and middle-income students
qualifying for the program.

Table 5 provides detail on each program by income level and for 2 years. As
note& there were significant differences after MISAA was introduced. There
was alsd a significant reduc ion in NDSL recipients in the second year.

Significant \increases in the proportion of middle-and upper-income BEOG and
G51. recipients took place. In addition, there were significant differences for the
following groups: gain of low-income BEOG recipients; reduction of middle-
income NDSL recipients; gain of upper-income CW5 recipients; gain of low-
income GSL recipients.

There were also significant gains, in the average award in three of the four
programs: BEOG, CWS, and GSL. The differences. in SEOG support were not
significant.

The average BEOG gain was significantly greater for middle-income students
than for lower- and upper- income students. Also, lower-income CWS recipients
gained significantly mon than the other two income levels. None of the other
levels was significantly different on any of the outcomes.
Thus, MISAA appears to have had its intended effect with respect to channeling
funds to middle- income students.

Student Persistence

As noted in earlier Annual Evaluation Reports, studies revealed that 70 percent
of all entering freshmen eventually graduate frorn college. Fifty percent of this
group graduated from the institution at which they started; the others graduated
after transferring to other institutions. Furthermore, 30 percent of the students
who transferred did so in their second year.

Analysis of recent data collected by an ED study on student persistence indicates'
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Table 5

Average-Award And Proportion Of Recipients Across
Financial Assistance Programs For Sophomore And Junior

Cohorts Broken Down By Student Income Level

AVERAGE MAROS

Class Level and Student IncOme
T04-1,c71310479:36. SEOG NOSL CMS GSL

19/8-79 19/9-MIT 1978-79,1979 -81 1978-79 1979-85 1918-79 1919-8a

. Sophomore

Low income 961 1,110 172 196 245 215 291 350 140 178

Middle income 267 672 105 154. 307 265 294 320 229 332

Upper income

r

12 266 30 61 164 236 161 263 593 615

Junior

Low income 929 1,149 172 214 292 249 355 362 135 213

Middle income 249 719 120 117 266 239 276'. 322 362 325

Upper income 26 255 29 53 185 162 158 280 593 Flq

PROPORTION OF RECIPIENTS

Fiaancial Aid Program

11E0G SEOG NOSL CMS GSL

Class Level 1978-79 1979-80 1978-79 1979-80 1978-79 1979-80 1978-79 1979-80 1978-79 1979-80

Sophomore

Low Income .50 .83 .27 .29 .32 .27 .35 .37 .10 .11

Middle Income .34 .so .14 .22 .34 .29 .34 .35 .14 .18

Upper Income .01 .26 .04 .05 .12 .19 .15 .25 .23 .26

Junior

Low Income .77 .ae .25 .28 .33 .30 .38 .38 .10 .12

Middle Income .29 .66 .17 .16 .30 .29 .29 .37 .18 .18

Upper Income .02 .24 .04 .04 .14 :11 .13 .21 .23 .33

Source: See note 6
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that financial aid is rel ted to student persistence in a positive manner. In
particular, thoie students wit h a grant or a loan above $1,000 were found to have
higher persistence rates. Fi ancial aid, as might be expected, assists the low-
income student more than a student from higher-income- families. Work aid
appears to enhance the persistence pf low-income students, especially if they
receive no grant aid. Work aid, however, does not appear to be a factor for
higher-income students, especially if they already have a grant.

Further detail on student persistence must await completion of the National
Longitudinal Study for 1980; however, the reason for the increase in
participation rates noted in Table 1 could be as much a reflection of greater
persistence as it is of the availability of MISAA funds (or both).

The DeliVery of Federal Student Assistance

In the past, sufficient attention has not been given to the study of the delivery
of Federal student aid funds. In large part this has been due to the la& of a
defined policy on the interrelationship of Federal programs, both in terms of
award rules and the distribution :of that assistance. During the past year, two
studies brought to light the need for a more coordinated and coherent approach
to the delivery of Federal student aid funds. This has become a high-priority
concern in ED because of the increased size of both the Pell Grant and
Guaranteed Loan Programs -and the reduction in staff. Not only will an improved
system be more, efficient, but it can enhance the more equitable distribution of
existing funds and reduce the opportunity for fraud, waste, and abuse.

Improving Access, Choice, and Quality Through Support of Institutions

'The Department of Education also administers programs that grant funds
directly to the institution. Programs such as these allow the institution to
maintain and improve the quantity and quality of the educational services it
provides to students without passing the full cost- of these services on to
students. These programs, like the student aid programs, also help the
institution reduce or hold constant the burden to students in a period of rising
costs by reducing the net cost of instruction.

Federal institutional aid programs administered by ED made up about 7 percent
of the total ED higher education budget ($424 million in fiscal year 1981 of a
total of $5.7 billion). This amount included funds for the Special Servicei
Program for Disadvantaged Students, Graduate Training programs, as well as the
Developing Institutions Program (Title III of the Higher Education Act, HEA)
which accounted for slightly less than one-third of the funds for institutional
support ($120 million in fiscal year 1981). HEA Title III promotes detailed
institutional program planning, curriculum development, faculty development,
and improved administrative practices by providing resources to help
participating institutions finance ,these programs. Generally, the focus has been
on institutions that serve large numbers of disadvantaged students. This focus is
consistent with the larger goal of Federal aid for postsecondary programs: to
enhance equal educational opportunity. HEA Title III program eligibility criteria
.have included as a key factor the relative number of disadvantaged students
whom the institution serves. Thus, the program can be said to be on target if the
relative number of disadvantaged served in developing institutions exceeds those
in the student population as a whole. BEOG recipients, the economically
disadvantaged students, on the average made up 28.5 percent of the student body
in HEA-Title III institutions compared to 17.9 percent for other 2. and 4-year.
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colleges in academic year 1977-78.

A review of participating institutions provides some evidence of programeffectiveneas. Few participating institutions have closed since the inception ofthe Title III program. Given that access and choice have been Federal goals, and
that these institutions served large numbers of low-income students, the closingof any institution would reduce the number and choice of postsecondary
education institutions available for students enrolled in the affectedinstitutions.V Evidence shows that proximity to public and private non-selective
colleges influences college entrance and that low-income students tend to live athome while . attending college. The distance from home to college is strongly
and consistently associated with parental income even after other student
characterisatids such as parental education, ability, and race have been taken into
account. §./ Thus, certainly choice and, to a lesser degree, access are reduced
with the closing of any institution.

While student financial assistance programs can be judged in terms of their
impact on either removing or equalizing financial barriers for students, other
Federal programs have been aimed at assisting the student by removing non-
financial barriers to access and choice. Target groups for these programs have
beep disadvantaged persons with academic promise who lack adequate academic
preparation or who are insufficiently motivated.

These special programs attempt to identify potential students and provide them
with counseling and remedial assistance to encourage them to enter and persist
in postsecondary education. Present programs focus on students both at the pre-
college and college levels; however, current funding levels allow for serving no
more than one in seven students who might otherwise qualify.

A 1979 study of the Upward Bound Program identified substantial impact uponstudents' entry into and persistence in postsecondary education programs. A
recently completed study of the Special Services for Disadvantaged Students
Program indicated that students receiving the full range of this program's
services were 2.26 times as likely to complete their freshman year as compared
with similar students not receiving these services. They also attempted and
'completed more course units. More detail on, each study is pretented in the
program section of Volume II of this Annual Evaluation Report along with
program and study, information on the Talent Search and Educational Opportunity
Center Programs.

The- Department of Education also administered a number of small categorical
and grant aid prograMs of $30 million or less in annual appropriations. Includedwere fellowship programs, construction assistance, and international education.
These programs are also discussed in detail in Volume II.
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NOTES'

1/ Enrollment rates are for those in the 18-24 y,:ar old age group who are
currently enrolled. Previous reports have incuded all those currently or
ever enrolled. /

i'

College enrollment rates over time for vari us subpopulations (defined by
characteristics suCh as family income, sex, race, and ethnicity) indicate
changes in student pursuit of postsecondary hoo opportunities.

3/ Data were not available by family incom for 1980; thus the impact of
MISAA on enrollment rates by family incolMe can not be described at this
time. /

.
,/

4/ The State Student Incentive Grant (SSIG) Program will not be included in
this discussion, since it provides matching grants to States to be used in
their own student-aid programs and, as Such, cannot be differentiated from
State funds by recipients or financial al administrators.

51 The $2.1 billion is the Federal subsidy4or interest, defaults, administrative
costs, and capital contributions for these programs. However, the actual
value of loans made under the progr#M totaled in excess of $5.5 billion, up
from $3.7 billion in 1980. /

6/ pplied Management Sciences,
as

St dy of Program Management Procedures
in the Campus Bed and Basic G ant Programs, MISAA Impact Analysis,
Silver Spring, Md., September 198 .

71 This statement should be qualified in that the students may find other
opportunities of equal or higher qUality.

,

/ Higher Education Research Institute, The Impact of Student Financial Aid
Programs on Student Choice, Draft Final Report, 1978.

,

cs
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Special Category Programs

Special Education Programs

The ral programs authorized under the Education of the Handicapped Act (P.L.
91-3 ) have had four basic purposes: (1) provision oPpirect services; (2) development,
deminstrvion and dipemination of newt technologies, teaching methods, and
materials; ?3, frginkg o regular and special education personnel; and (4) program
evaluation. In each program the role of the Federal government has been as a stimulus
in that it provided "seed" mone States and other grantees to stimulate increased
quantity and quality in all services Iiia-to---ensure..that_program benefits reached
previously unserved handicapped children. The strategy ior eirMarinr programs44r_,
the handicapped has been to determine whether they have accomplished their specific
purposes and if they have had the desired stimulative effect. Accordingly, evaluation
studies have been of two kinds: (1) those designed. to obtain objective data on the
impact and effectiveness of.,specified programs, particularly thofie WhiCh_represented_c...,,
major Federal investment of funds; and (2) those designed la provide policy-relevant
planning information to enable the Federal government to target its resources more
effectively.

Studies of the first- type found that, in general, these programs have accomplished
their specific purposes. Efforts to isolate the stimulative effect and to demonstrate a
causal relationship attributable to Federal programs have been coMplicated by factors
outside the control of Federal evaluators and program managers. Examples of these
factors range from effective ,lobbying by parents and professional groups with special
interests in education of handicapped to court cases which .have de monstrated that
handicapped children have not )lad equal acceis to educational opportunities. Beacuse
of these events,, an increase; in resources for handicapped children has led to a
corresponding gradual increase in the numberof handicapped children receiOng
services. As noted above, the -.degree to which Federal programs have contributed-to,
this increase has not been clearly *determined. Furthermore, attempts to demonstrate
this effect were complicated by legislation which resulted in, a significant redefinition
of the Federal role in education of the handicapped.

The Education for All HandicaPped Children Act of 1975 (P.L. 94-142) amended the
Education of the Handicapped Act, Part B, in the following ways:

It explicitly stated!that Federal assistance to States was to ensure access
to a free, appropriate public education for.all handicapp.Id children;

o It specified that the unserved had first priority, and that the most severely
handicapped within each disability category who were not receiving an
adequate education have second priority, for services relative to all
handicapped children;

o It specified that handicapped children should be served in the least
restrictive envirombent consistent with their needs and abilities;

o It specified that each child should have the benefit of an individualized
educaticnal prograrn which would be updated at least arnually.



The Office of Special Education and Rehabilitation Services has data which show
progress in achieving these legislative objectives. For example:

o Almost 77 percent of the Nation's handicapped school-age children
were receiving special education and related services in 1981
compared to less than 50 percent at the time P.L. 94-142 was
enacted; ,

o In the annual child count for the school year 1979-80, 46 of the 58
States and territories (79 percent) reported an increase over 1978-79
in the number of handicapped children receiving special education
and related services;

o Since the passage of P.L. 94-142, over 317,000 additional handicapped
children have been reported to be receiving special education which
has required the hiring or reassignment of approxi'mately 19,000
teachers;

o The number of preschool children ages 3 through 5 receiving special
education has increased by more than 36,000 in the past 4 years, a
growth of more than 10 percent;.

o Since the enactment of P.L. 94-142 in 1975, the number of
institutionalized handicapped children served by local districts has
increased by almost 61 percent.

Regional Resource Center Program

The Regional Resource Center program was established to assist State and local
education agencies in implementing the individualized education requiremerits
and related services mandated by Public Law 94-142.

The program was designed to improve educational services available to persons
working with handicapped children by providing diversified resource services,
improved educational methods, ind training. In 1980, there were 15 centers with
programs in all 50 States, the District of Columbia, U.S. Territpries, and the
Bureau of Indian Affairs schools.

An evaluation of the Regional Resource Center program was completed in 1980.
The objectives of the evaluation were (1) t.) analyze the procedures employed' by
the Regional Resource Center program in fulfilling the program goals. and (2) to
assess the program's impact on implementation of the P.L. 94-142 mandates
regarding Individualized Education Programs, and free and appropriate public
education for handicapped children.

The study Identified a number of services that the Centers provide. For
example, Trairan is provided in the form of workshops, conferences, and
inservice seminars; Demonstrations provide knowledge of models or
methodologies which may be used in educating handicapped children. A third
category, Other Assistance, includes such activities as planning and consultant
services, dissemination and logistical supg art, and the design, development; and
implementation of services, materials, or ; roducts.
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Some major findings of the study showed that:

o Program efforts in training and increasing the knowledge of P.L. 94-
142 have been successful at bOth State and locapevels;

o The RRC program was heavily involved in the development of
products and materials for dissemination;

o The RRC. services that hive had the widest appeal and ui--;.:have
been training activities directed toward capacity building or the
training of trainers at the State level. The predominant service
deliver9 mechanisms have been consultation, dissemination, and
flevelopment of education products to meet State and local needs7_

Rehabilitation Services Administration

The Rehabilitation Services Administration (RSA) supports a wide variety of
projectc and services to help disabled individuals achieve their potential for
employment and independent living.

The major service delivery component under the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as
, amended, is tfie Basic State Grant program (Section 110). It provides funds (80
percent Federal ;and 20 pement State matching funds) on a formula basis to State
vocational rehabilitation ag mcies for physical and mental restorative services,
training, counseling, reader services for the blind, job placement, technological
aids, and other services.

Complementing the Basic State Grant program is a broad array of service
projects designed to enhance the core vocational rehabilitlation system (client
assistance projects, piojects for migratory workers, special projects for the
severely handicappe0 projects with industry) recently established programs
which help complete the comprehensive strvice network (independent living
projects, business opportunities, comprehensive rehabilitation centers); and
mechanisms to maintain or improve the service delivery system (rehabilitation
personnel training, technical assistance, interagency agreements, evaluation).
The basic objective of the formula_and discretionary grant authorities is to build
a comprehensive network of services that will eliminate major service gaps for a
substantial portion of tiose who are most in need of services. This is meant to
enhance their independence and contribution as members of the community.

The Rehabilitation Services -Administration has developed a comprehensive
'evaluation capacity for Federal and State vocational rehabilitation programs.
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'The purpose of the evaluation program is to:

o Evaluate Federal formula grant programs and discretionary project
k authorities in regard to their management and outcomes;

Evaluation TJel-i-61-Inance levels Of the State vocational rehabilitatOn
program and projecKaties on the basis of RSA's gene1-al
evaluation standards;

o Develop in State programs of vocational rehabilitation a c
evaluation which favorably affects policy development,
planning, and program operations.

-

Evaluation, reports using the current national evalut: standar
prepared for each State agency and regional office. These reports
status of major formula-grant program components and provide
monitoring And management initiatives.

Comprehensive, evaluation standards have been pretested, prior national
implementation in 1982, in the Vocational rehabilitation agencies in Delaware.
Michigan, Mississippi, Oregon, Pennsylvania, and Virginia. The new standards ...se
trend analysis, cause-effect analysis, policy projections, and program simulation,
for essential components of the formula-grant program and projects.

The Rehabiitation Services Admintration" has provided funding for the six
States mentioned to develop model programs in evaluation to affect management,
and policy c'evelopment.. Successful results are now being disseminated to other
State agenchl through technical assistance, publications and conferences.

A number of research and evaluation studies of the st 5 years have helped to
identify new information needs in such areas as financial management,
placement, client assistance projects, facilities, evaluation standeds, physical
restoration eservices, and Cost-benefit analysis. The project to develop a
managemen14 information system was begun as a result of these earlier efforts.
Utilization of data for management and policy &Ialysis was a special
consideration in the design of the new system, which wig be useful for simulation
and technical forecasting of significant questions. '

,
pacity for

anagement

are now
onsider the

basis for

NatiOnal Institute of Handicapped Research

The National Institute of Handicapped Research (NIHR) was created by the 1978
Amendments (P.L. 95-602) to the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (P.L. 93-112). Its
purpose is to conduct a comprehensive research and development program that
will improve services to handicapped persons and coordinate rehabilitation
researchibroughout the Federal government.

Major components of the NIHR researaliftrAminclude:

iesearch and Training Centers (RTC's) that are mainly medical in.
mphasls but include work in the vocational, deafness, mental ,

retardation, emotional illness, aging, and independent living areas.
Eacirihas "core area" of concern, and combines research, training,
and liaiso w th service en 'es;
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RetiabilitatiOn Epgineering Centers (REC's), which emphasize RarD to
create and d lop new equipment and assistance devices to help
rehabilitate disabled persons and make them more nearly
independent;

ReSearch and Development (R&D) grant awards to develop
'new knowledge about spinal ,cord injury, severe burns, head trauma,
end-stage renal disease, and other specific medical and, psychosocial
problems of disabled persons;

o A small international research and development effort, designed to
find overseas innovations, usable in the United Statet, and a modest
research-utilization and iformation dissemination program, designed
to promote adoption of NIHR research and development findings intb
service programs, and generate knOwledge on the processes of change
and innovation.

Other activities in NIHR includer

(Disseminating research and development findings to other Federal,
'State, and local public agencies, and to private organilations engaged
in rehabilitation;

o Coordinating through an interagency-Committee created by the 1978.
Amendments' all Federal programs and policies on rehabilitation

this-,-NII-ER-Avorks with and under the .guidance of
-the National Council on the Handicapped, alto established by the
1978 Amendments;

ate---HInsofar as possible, educ mg t publi c on ways to rehabilitate
disabled persons and improve family care and self-Care;

e mating edOcational materials on rehabilitation to public
schools, universities, and other public and private entities concerned
with improVing, the quality of ,life for disabled persons;

NIHR also produces and disieininates demographic reports on the total
population of ditabled persons, as.,a gauge of needs and a guide to planning
research and development and 'setting other policies relating- to disabled persons:
This is done in cooperation \with other Federal agencies. Finally, NIHR develops
and submits to the Congress and the President a long-range plan that identifies
research to be done, funding priorities, and timetables.
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Vocational Education Programs

Vocational education is a vast enterprise with a long-standing history of Federe
support extending back to 1917. Vocational , educati n legislation was
ttaditionally a revenue-sharing program which provided. States and local
education agencies with funds to supplement local resoêirces. The 1976
Amendments, however, provide detailed, prescriptive reqi.irements. for the
expenditure of funds and for State planning, accountability, and evaluatiOn
activities; as well. Current legislatiun _provides funds for pr rams to prepare
individuals for etnployment in the labor market and f r consumer and
homemaking education. The Vocational Education Act also identifies persons
with special needs aqd encourages including them in the mainstream of
vocational education by getting aside funds to meet their special needs.

In fiscal year 1979, tatal pf 17.0 million studen s were enrolled in state-
administered vocatio al education programs. Of these, 10:3 million 'were at the
secondary level, 1. million at the postsecondary level, and 4.8 million at the
adult level.

Vocati al ducation programs are financed primarily by the States and
localiti . fiscal year .1979, the Federal contribution was 8.7 percent of a
$6.479 b Ft ptogram. Because of the large State and lOcal overmatch, federal
dollars n er stimulate the expenditure of State and local funds. Federal
set-aside tional priority groups, however, do have a catalytic effect. St-
asides fO t sadvantaged and handicapped ,have increased -the number of

, programs for t se groups. ,

Federal funding for vocationallrograrns is Of two basic types:

o Formula Grants to States

o

,
These grants are allocated by formula to assist States 'to extend,
improve, and maintain existkg programs of vocational education so
that persons of all ages ''/ill have ready axoss to high-quality
vocational training or retraining. These grants' Mo astist States to
develop new pro s of vocational education and to piovide part-
time employm t fo youths who- need the earnings from such
employmrnt to contir their vocationdl traini 'on a full-time basis.
Funds are distributed hrough four separate uthoritiesf (1) Basic'iGrants to States; (2)Pro rams for Disadv ged; (3) Consumer and
Homemaking Education; d (4) State Planning and Evaluation. The,
largest program is Basic' Gtnts which was funded at $518,139,000 in
fiscal year 19 for use in 19\82. \

.

Discretionary Pi-o-gidens

Thtee programs award grants \and/or contracts at the discretion of
the Secretary: Prqgrams o National' Significance (research,
demonstration, and developmen projects); the Vocational Program
for Indian Tribes and Organiza 'ons; and the Bilingual Vocational
Training Program.

Measurement problems and ambiguities in interpretation make it difficult to
determine how successful vpcatibnal education has been. One problem is that

N
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eMployment is not the primary objective of all vocational students. Many .
students take courses for avocational pursuits. 'Another is that econoMic
conditions probably much more powerfully influence employment choice among
youth than does curridulurn choice. Despite these limitations, th data from four
national longitudinal studies provide a sufficiently long time'. rame to assess
employment outcomes for vocational education graduates.

o Taken together, the longitudinal studies suggest that most secondary
vocational education graduatei have no labor market advantages.
The .exceptioks are young women trained in the office occupations.
Compared to their male dOunterparts and other vocational education
graduates, they have fewer periods of unemployment, have higher
hourly wages, and work in jobs related to their training. Other high
.school vocational graduates get jobs not too unlike nonvocational
graduates within 3 years after graduating, have similar rates of pay
and unemployment, have similar degrees of job satisfaCtion, and are
no more knowledgeable about occupations than are nonvocational
students. Vocational education -students are as likely to drop out as
other students, are less likely than other graduates to continue
formal education in colleges and universities, but will probably seek
additional occupational training. Postschool training (outside of
colleges) pays off More for vocational graduates than for other
graduates.

Because secondary vocational students have lower aptitude test scores and tend
to come from poorer families than other students, it is often assumed that these
students would lose interest in school if vocational education were not available.
This hypothesis, however, has never been tested.

There are other studies which present different data and lead to 'different
conclusions. The Office of Vocational and Adult Education (OVAE) has recent
data from an OVAE - funded research contractor (the National Center for
Research in Vocational Education, Ohio State University). On, the, basis of thote
data, the National Center has reached the conclusions presented in the following
paragraphs.

OVAE has presented these findings with the general caveat that they reflect
broad generalizations that ignore many qualifications and exceptions, and that it
is extremely difficult to generalize about vocational education because the
differences across program areas are .of ten as significant as the differences
between vocational education and the other curricula. (The sources ,underlying
these statements are referenced by the numbers in parentheses and listed below.)

l. Vocational education assists students in the transition from school to work.

Secondary vocational graduates are more likely to enter the labor
market and to be employed than graduates of other curricula.
Unemployment rates do not differ significantly across curricula
because other graduates are/less likely to seek employment (2,4).

o Secondary vocational graddates obtain regular, full-time jobs more
quickly than graduates of other curricula (4).
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o , Oyer' half .( sually cloOer to 70.- ercent) of secon ary and .

postsecondary vocational graduates o tain jObt in occupatidnal areas
related to the r fields of training (2, .

o SecOndary v 'cational graduates are more likely than gr duates of
other cUrriobla to be assist by school personnel in obtaining
employMe i (3,4). .

o Placem nt rates are highe in schools where staftlhembe s agree on,

2. Vocationa/education reducs the risk of unemployment 'for rembers of
,

-- _ s 4-,

minority(groUps (1,5). -/
3. The evidence on the effects of votational education on earnin s is mixed./Some stud 'ndicate/an initial advantage that disappears within five to six

years. Other studies. find no significant differences. EVidene on longer
limited and also mixed (2,4,5).

. .
1

4. Employer are Satisfied with the perfotmance of vocatidnal graI duates, and
,::- - e uates are satisfied with the preparation they received 12).

the importance of placem nt (3):

term effects

5. There is insufficient evidence to judge the effects of vocational education
upon the attainment of basic communication and computation kills.

o On standardized achievement tests secondary- vocational students
perform about the same as those in the general cut riculum and
significantly below those in the academic (c011ege preparatory)
curriculum (2).

o About one-third of secondary vocational graduates continue their-
, education beyond high ichool: This is slightly below the' rates for

general graduates and considerably.below academic graduates (2).

.6. There are a few indications that vocational education' may retain potential
dropouts, but the evidence is insufficient for a firm judgment (2,5).

Sources of data from the National Cenffarfor Research in Vocational Education,
.

1. Darcy, Robert L. Some Key Outcomes of Vocational Education ,
Coltimbus, Ohi-: National Center for Research in Vocatiorll \

Education Ohio State University, 1980.
2. Mertens, Donna M., et al. The Effects of Participating in \

Vocational Education. C-lumbus; Ohio: National Center for Research in
Vocatiohal Education, Ohio State University, 1980.

3. Preliminary analyses of data collected for the task en " Factors Affecting
Job Placement in Vocational Education," Natidnal Center for Research in
Vocational Educatioh, Ohio State University.

4. Preliminary" analyses of a national survey, conducted for the task on "The
Effects of Secondary Vocational Education on thfr Occupational Attainment
of Younger Adult WorWers," National Center for Research in Vocational
Education, Ohio State University.

4 (4
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.5. PfeliminarY analysis of data from the new youth cohort of theNational -

Longitudinal Surveys for the task on "Patterns of Participation in ,

Vocational Education and Their Subsequent Outcomes," NatiOnal Center for -

Research in Vocational Education; Ohio State University.

Community Ethication Programs

The Community Schools Act of 1974 indicated that the school)as the prime.,
educational institution of the community, is most effective when the school
"involves the people of *the community in a program designed to fulfill their
educational needg To implement legislative mandates set forth in the Act,.
community education programs utilize schools and other public buildings as
community centers. These centers provide education, recreational, cultural, and .

other related community services. Federal grants are provided to State and
local education agencies to pay the Federal share of the cost of establishing and
operating these programs.

A national evaluation of the community education programs, performed Under
the direction of the tom munity Education Advisoty 'Council, was completed in
February 19811

The purpo4 of was:

1) To an 1 ze the operations of State education agencies as they
develoj 4mmunity education programs;

To asse e impact of Federal support on the capabilitiesl Of State
educatio agencies to develop leadership in the community education
area. \

2)

Findings showed that:

1) The States have been successful in developing 'State community
education systems capable of expanding and supporting community
education programs;

State governments have broadlY expanded &vele role as leaders in
community education subsequent to the 'passage of the 1974
Community Schools Act. In 1974, only nine States _ funded a
community education position. Today, all States and the District of
Columbia designate officials for c.:ammdnity education activities.

The study further showed that State needs assessments and interagency
cooperation were the. strongest operational elements of the programs; State
planning, evaluation, and reporting were the weakest Operational elements.

,

An important measurement tool from the sts_ dy was the Community tducation
Development Index (CEDI). The CEDI identified common elements of State
community education systems, and was useful in isolating factors which appeared
to contribute to the development of State community education systems.
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Highlights of Evaluation Results

Evaluations assist Department ,of EduCation officials as Well as members of the
,Congresi in :making inforrneedecisiohs fo:. improving ED program efficiency,
effectiveneis, and responSiveness. They attest to program succésAes and
failures, strengths and weaknesses, and thus provide the primary source of
objective evidence, used in determining future program operation and policy
options.

Evaluation results are widely used in the 'Department of Education- for budget
preparation for ongoing programs and programs whose operations are changing,
for budget hearings, for Congressional testimony, and for Departmental
responses to Congressional inquiries: They provide background for the
preparation of policy papers which affect ED-related legislation as well as for

-the writing of regulations which clarify how ED programs function. A base of
information is provided by evaluation results which aids in decisions regarding
the distribution of Federal funds to local areas as well as decisions which
improve services to constituents.

(

The following section contains highlights of evaluation studies completed in
fiscal year 1981. The studies are categorized under the headings of Elementary
and Secondary Education, Postsecondary Education, and Special Category
Programs.

Elementary and Secondary Education
- _

* Study of Evaluation Practices and Procedures

Last year's Annual EValuation keport (Fiscal Year 1980, Volume I) presented
highlights of findings from the Study of Evaluation Practices and Procedures
conducted by a Northwestern University team under Boruch and Cordray. That
study responded to the "Holzman mandate" in the Education Amendments of
1978 (Section 1526 of Public Law 95-561).

During fiscal year 1981, a second and separate study in response to the Same
mandate was completed by the National Academy of Science's Committee on
Program Evaluation in Education, under Raizen and Rossi. Two major findings.
characterized the Committee's Report:

o Evaluation must be viewed as a system that involves many
organizations and parties. Attempts to improve the quality of
evaluation studies or to ensure the ine of evaluation results must deal
with systemic problems rather than with the specific shortcomings of-
any lndividual evaluation.

o Both the quality and. the use of evaluations could be considerably
enhanced through better management procedures. This is the -most
important step that the Congress and the Department could take-to
increase quality and to promote better use of evaluation results.

As had been the case in the NOrthwestern University report, the Committee on
Prograin Evaluation in Education made one set, of recommendations for the
Congress and one set for the Department.

4
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* Effectiveness of Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act

.. A 5-year study of programs under Title I.of the Elem.entary and Secondary Education
.Act .(P.I.: 95-561) is.nearing completion,. It is.widely known.as the "Sustaining Effects°
Study. ' Mandated .by Section,183 of Title I, which requires the ,Department tii conduci
independent evaluations "which describe I and measure the impact of programs...
assisted under this title",, the Sustaining Effects Study was designed to document the
following: (1)" the characteristics of districts, sc,iools and students participating in
Title, I; (2) the nature of Title I services provided to program participants; and (3) an
analysis of the effectiveness of those services over several yv.:s of program
participation.

The Sustaining Effects Study represents the most comprehensive effort to date to
do ument and-analyze the nature and effects of compensatory education programs.
D ta were collected On all students in a nationallytirepresentative sample of over 200
,e1 mentary schoOls during the 3-Year period from the fall of 1975 through the spring of

1 8. Not only were data collected on student, teacher, and principal characteristics,
d student progress in the basic skills and in,attitude toward school, but interviews
ere also conducted with parents of a representative subsample of 15,000 students.
iforrnation on the characteristics of participants and nonparticipants has been
reviously published in two Executive Summaries: "Elementary Schools and the

Receipt of Compensatory Funds" (Mayeske, 1977); and "Student P-conomic Background,
Achievement Status, and Selection for Compensatory Services" (Mayeske, 1378).

The major findings to date of the Sustaining Effects Study include the following:

o Of all Title/ I program participants (approximately 5.4 million children,
spanning 68% of the nation's schools), about 82% receive reading
instruction and 34% receive math.' The level of instructional resources
devoted to Title I participants is about 1.5 times greater than for similar
non-compensatory students. More than half the schools in the survey
provided Title I services to students in private schools, with a*comparable
per-pupil expenditure.

o Compared to similarly needy but non-compensatory education students in
.economically deprived areas, the Title I students learned more in reading
for grades 1 - 3 (though not significantly more in grades 4 - 6); in math-
ematics, the Title I students significantly surpassed the non-Title I students
in each grade from I - 6.



Table 6

,Achievement.Impact -- from the "Sustaining Effects Study,"

1976-77'date',fromthe Interim Report (1981)

READING GAINS (Standard Scores).21 MATHEMATICS GAINS

Non-CE %Additiona' Non-CE * Additional

CE Group Group growth CE Group Group growth

2. 61 52 17 % 63 47 33 %

2 44 40 10 56 48 17'

3 34 29 13 58 53 9

4 33 31 6 55 47 17

5 26 24 a 42 34 24

6 25 25 0 47 . 27 74

\cE -- compensatory education group
NOn-CE -- non-compensatory education group

1 is **pressed in standard score units derived for the spacially normed

version o the Califortiia Test of Basic Skills used in this sitUdy.

-31The "P\ercent additional .growth" Measure represents the academic growtk

made by the CE\group above and beyond that made by the nomrCE group.
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o The achievement gains ma. by Title I students tended to persist
over the summer and throug a subsequent school year even after
services had been discontinued. While an earlier study, suggested that
Title I students (in selected sites who did .not attend suMmer school
ihowed coriaiderable losses, Pthe esults of the Sustaining E'ffects
Study show that, on the average', sses tend hot to ocetlr over the
summer for compensatory reading st fents.

o Of those who receive Title I in any one ear, about 40% will not be in
the program the following year; most of these students.(60% of those
discontinued) "graduate out" due to high achievement. The average
percentile for those continuing in Title l is 22, whilt the average
percentile of those "graduated out" is 34. After a year without
services, children whO "graduated out" tend to maintain their
achievement at this higher level.

o The factors found to be related to increased student achievement
during the first year of the study include: greater amounts of re ular,
and tutored instruction, greater teacher experience, lack
disruptions to instruction, frequent feedback on progress, and greater
teacher effort in planning and evaluation. However, there are not
many arouu relationships between the magnitude of the improvement
and these other factors..

1979-80 was the first school year in which all States and local school districts
participated in the implementation of the Title I Evaluation and. Reporting
System (TIERS) the system of models and reporting forms designed to yield-
aggregatable, na ionwide information about Title I participation and effects. As
of September 1 1981, the Department of Education has received complete
reports from all

)

tate Education agencies.

o Preliininary analyses of this informatiOn suggest that Title I programs
in reading and mathematics can often be successful in raising the
achievement levels of participants beyond what would be expected
had they not received compensatory instruction. Some results of
these locally conducted evaluations are summarized in Tablei 7 and
8.
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Table 7

Achievement Impact -7 from the Title I Evaluation and Reporting System,

1979-80 (50 itates and.the District of Columbia) -- Annual Testing

Grade
NUmbor
Tested

Percentiles i Additional
g -

Inerth___Pretest Posttest

READING 2 63409 28 29

3 .78,452 23 26 16

(Annual Testing) 4 :78,832 23 26 17

5 79,731 22 26 20

6-- 75,396 22 27. 37

7 44,375 22 25 .22

8 38,894 22 25 23

MATHEMATICS 2 39,008 35 37 5

3 49,451 31 32 3

( Annual Testing) 4 52,203 28 30 16

5 51,364 26 30 22.

6 50,496 24 31 44

7 25,075 -' 23 26 27

a -21,196 23 27 30.
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Table 8

Achievement Impact --from the Title I Evaluation and Reporting System,

1979-80 150 States" and the District of ColuMbia) Fall-Spring Testing

Grade
1 NUMber
';Tested.

Percentilei . % Additional

Pretgst POsttest

READING 2. 208,101 18 32

_.:_grooth,

67

3. 198143 16 26 92

.(Fall-Springiv 4 183,500 16 25 118

Testing) ''5. 168,233 16 25 145

6 147,247 17 25 154

, 7 113,211 16 23 ,' 149

8 90,863 16 22 132

MATHEMATICS 2 85,134 20 36 -74,

3 - 96,336 19 32 106

(Fall-Spring 4 100,379 18 31 153

Testing' 5 92,650 18 30 194

6- 81,059' 18 29, 198

7 56,621 18 27 171

s 46,231 17 . 26 164

40be results,,obtained from fall-spring testing seem to over-estimate the

"real" impact of Title I'programs, due to methodological problems in the

fall-epring data, e.g., pretest sCores are consistentlytoo low. The results

from annUal testing (i.e. once-a-year testing) are mnre realistic as

measures of the lasting academic growth of Title I participants, and

the annual/ impact evaluitions more closely resemble the results obtained

from national studied, sudh.as the Suitaining Effects Study. The

fall-spring results (which may accurately portray gains made during the

course of the school year, rather than results which persist across years)

are included here for completeness rather than es an accurate estimate of

the effectiveness of Title r projects.
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The results from national and from locally conducted evaluations suggest that a
fifteen year decline in educational achievement is beginning to reyerse, particularly
among traditionally low-achieving groups. For instance:

o The National Assessment of -Educational Progress has document
improvements in the educational status of minority-group ninelear . olds
over the past fotir years,, and has als_shown improved achiev'ernent leyels
in Title I Schools. At least partia117,theie achievernent gains may be
attributable to increased attention to basic skills and, to effective
compensatory educ-tion programs.

o In a sample of 16 New York City Community School Distric der a new
competency testing program that stressed reading comprehension, gains
improved by 50% in ccimprehension and by 16% in vocabulary between 1980
and '1981. At the same time, citywide test scores as well as the Scholastic
Aptitude Tet results for New York State also exhibited gains; surpassing
national averages.for the first time in years.

o In each of. the past two years, the typical pupil in Chicago Title I classes
improved in reading, by at least 4 percentile points, as measure' by
standardized tests. Some schools did even better with gains in some
classes 67% higher than_ those of similar students in the appropriate nc:,m-
groups. In addition, 80% of the parents of these -Title I children concufted
with involved teachers and principals in endorsing the Title I projects.

o In New Jersey; Basic Skills Improvement (BSI) programs represent
corniensatorY education programs funded through combinations of ESEA1
Title, I, State compensatory education, and school district efforts. New/
Jersey reported that not only had the programs accelerated the acquisition
of basic skills, but that the acceleration was grekter in 198o, than it hai
been since the State first began evaluating its prograins., In reading, BSI"
students improved their performance from an average pretest mean at the
23rd percentile to a posttest mean at the 36th percentile. In mathematics,
students moved from the 26ih percentile at the beginning of 'the program
to the 42nd percentile in the following Spring. .

* The ESEA Title I Evaluation and Reporting System

Evaluation and ,reporting have been requireinents of Title I of the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act since the inception of the law in 1965. Early attempts to
synthesize and consolidate information about the program, however, based on State
eyaluation reports, proved impossible. Not .only did the quality. and thoroughness of
the evaluation reports vary tremendously, but the types of information presented
ranged froth complete participation and effectiveneSs data down to tIpresentation of
only a few case studies and testiMonial pieces.

Frustrated by the perennial lack of nationwide information, the Congress used the
Education Amendments -of 1974 to rework completely the evaluation requirements of
local and State education agencies. Specifically, the Congress added requirements
that *the then - U.S. Office of Education publish standards and uniform criteria for
evaluation, develop models . that can provide comparable -,,information on the
effectiveness of. prolects, provide technical assistance to St* and local , school
personnel to, assist them in performing their evaluations, and report periodically to the
Congress. (ESEA, Title I, Section 183.)
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in 1976, the Off i e of Education began the long process of iinplementing a new set of
evaluation ,nodels, suppored by the newly initiated TeChnical Assistance Centers
(TAC's). Even though the new evaluation requirements were not published in the
Federal Register until October 12, 1979, as :may as school year 1976-77 about 20
States:implernented the new models on a pilot basis. ,In school year 1977-78, virtualiy
every State, hati identified school districts Willing . to try out one of the proposed
evaluation models; and several States: w ere .already Using the,new sYstem statewide.
School year .197849 saw mast States not only fully implementing the Thiel evaluation
and Reporting System (T1ERS), but working ,with ED and the TAC's to improve
generally their procedures- for selecting, adminiqtering, 'scoritig and analyzing tests, to
pei form district needs assessments, and to select approPriate children for
participation in compensatory educatiOn programs.

Nationwide implementatidn of the TIERStvccurred in the 1979-80 school year.
Reporte submitted by each State to ED were due in February 1981, and ED will repdet
to the Congress' on .the nature and effectiveness of Title I by February 1, 1982. The
State reports will cdnstitute a major iource of information for the mandated report to
the Congress, though substantial support will be provided throUgh other studies in the
Office of Planning; Budget and Evaluation, most notably the Study of the Sustakkg,,
Effects of Compensatory Education.

Highlights of early implementation of the TIERS are as followsr
_

o As of Jul); 1, 1981, 45 States had submitted completed Title I participation
and evaluation reports. ED anticipated that all States would complete
their reports by August 1, allowing the mandated report to the Co gress to
be based upon complete national data. In previous years, no more than 40
States, and frequently fewer, provided comparable annual inform ion on
Title I program services and evaluations to the Department.

o Many Statei successfully implem nted extensive "quality c trol"
procedures for reviewing, editing, anô correcting evaluation infor ation .,
submitted by local school districts. M y States haie also begun pro 'ding
descriPtive information and information on achievement gains back to
participating school districts on their status relative to similar district
State*are -also providing districts with information on how their evaluation
procedures can be strengthened.

. i ,
,

There is a nationwide focus on identifying and sharing information about
exemplary. programs. Often with the help of the TAC's, States are
coortating activities with ED's Office oi Compensatory Education to
ident' y and then assist school districts wall unusually effectiVe
educational programs, in order to prepare and present s issions to theF--
Depar setment's Joint Dismination Review Panel (3 RPr). Projects
validated as exemplary by the 3DRP. are described annually in the ED
publication Educational Programs That. Work. These projects, are often

(

used as models for other projects with similar academic areas, and become
eligible for funding by the National Diffusion Network.

,

o Preliminary results from the:implementation of the TIERS models seem to
indicate that Title I programs in reading and in mathematics are often
successful in moderately raising the achievement levels of participants
above what would hz.ve been expected without compensatory ,educational
assistance. These findingi, while tentative pending further analysis (t)be



ar

fully discussed in, the° mandated report to the Congress on Title I), are
supported by results of other studies as well, particularly the Study of, the
Sustaining Effects of Compensatory Education and by receht longitudinal
analyses of the National' Assesarnent of Educational Progress.

9 For reading and mathematics projects in grades 2, 6, -and 10, States have
provided ED with detailed information on program characteristics. ED will
be examining in detail the distributions of various instructional strategies,
allocated resources, student-teacher ratios, and other background variables
and their interrelationships. In addition, extensive data n evaluation
model implementation, test selection, and summer effects will be
examined in relationship to achievement gains.

'
States and local school districts have been avid consumers of TAC services.
In fiscal year 1980,' addition to continued assistance in evaluation model
implementation, kite tetation and quality control, the TAC's emphasized
training activities th t, would lead to improved methods for selecting
participants and for \conducting needs assessments, and evaluation
procedures that could \ be 'used to identify program ,:trengths and
weaknesses. During the 6-menth period from October 1, 198G to March 31,
1981, the TAC's provided about 900 workshops and '1,100 on-site
consultations, all at the request of State and local personnel. s

7
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* State Refinements to the 9.SEA Title I Evaluation and Reporting System

In an attempt to increase the relevance of Title I evaluation data for school
practices, ED has sponsored several projects in "State Refinements lo the ESEA
Title I Evaluation and Reporting System."

The purpose of these efforts has been to support ftirther developmental work by
State education agencies (and by school districts in conjunction with their State
agency) in response to subsections (c) and (e) of Section 183 of the Elementary
and Secondary Education Act (P.L. 89-10, as amended by P.L. 95-561). These
subsections called -for "jointly sponsored objective evaluation studies of
programs and projects 'assisted under this titleb and for "technical and other
assistance as may be necessary to State educational agencies to enable them to
assist local educational agencies and State:agencies in the development and
application of a systematic evaluation of programs".

Fourteen studies were sponsored in fiscal year 1979 and these efforts can be
grouped into two main categories: 1) improvement of data collection and
analysis activities, and .2) projects related to testing and evaluation methodology.
The first category included a study by the State of Pennsylvania to determine
the' types of error being made in Title I data collection and :analysis and to
deVelop materials to reduce the number and severity of -these errors. The final
report describes the various types of errors made during Title I evaluatiom, and
contains a FORTRAN program (using the computerized norms of eight major
Title I tests ) which allows for the conversion and analysis, at the State level, of
all local district test scores.. The State of Arkansas deVeloped user-oriented
instructional materials to reduce the number of errors in Title I evaluation
reporting. Components of the Arkansas effort include three filmstrips, four
audiotapes, and a detailed programmed-text handbook on implementation
procedures for Model A of the Title I Evaluation and Reporting System.

In the second year of the State Refinement effort (fiscal year 1980), ED added
two additional categories for study. One category focused on improving the use
of evaluation informition at the local and State agency levels, and the second
examined _local management efficiency related to the adoption of the Title I
basic skills models. For example, in the first category, the ,State of New York
has developed a computer-based feedback system for use in reporting Title I
evaluation results back to local districts._ Compatible with New York's
previously existing individual student data-system, the newly developed feedback
syetem can be used, at the local district level, to link formative and summative
evaluation ef forts, by displaYing Title. I. student achievement against allocated
i net ructional resources.

The second category involved efforts to investigate components' of the actual
operatiohs of Title I evaluations so as to improve the coordination of Title I
evaluation with other district activities (e.g., a review and analysis of how state
agency or school district testing 'programs could be coordinated with local and
Federal program evaluations). The State of Wisconsin developed a framework of

_program characteristics so that evaluation data from similar districts- can be
compared.



* Assessing--the,Effectiveness of Current and Alternatiye Comparability
Provisions

A study was conducted to assess the effectiveness of the current comparability
provisions in ESEA Title I, and the feasibility 'and desirability of alternative
provisions which might offer greater flexibility to school districts without
compromising the purpose of the Federal comparability provisions. The study
was mandated by the Congress as an opportunity for districts to use ;different
measures of cOmparability to allocate resources for the 1980-81 school year.

Five hundred districts selected through a stratified random sample Were
contacted by telephone to determine interest in participating in this study.
Sixty-one percent indicated no problems with current provisions, 33 percent
indicated -problems related to conflict, or burden, or both, and 7 percent
indicated some problem that might be related to comparability. Only 13 percent
of the initial 500 districts were interested in .participating in the study, and 9
percent did so. Of the 44 districts in the study, 95 percent identified at least
one comparability task as burdensome under current comparability provisions,
but only 16 percent of the districts citing uburdehu-as a problem spent over 60
person days on comparability. Seventy-five percent of the participants reported
that comparability conflicted with State and local goals for allocating staff,
programs, and services. However, only one district provided a Concrete example
of how the current comparability provisions prevented it from carrying out local
policies4in allocating staff and services to schools.

Most of the alteinatives sele ed' by school districts modified the current
comparability criteria (pupils pe instruCtional staff, and expenditures for
instructional staff salaries per pup' eliminatipg one Of-,:the ratios and/or

'changing the definition of the criteria. NI; was found that changes to current
criteria would eliminate tasks- associateaNwith, data collection which many
districts -consider ta be burdentome. However, the reduction in the level of
effort required of district staff woUld be modeSt. Change's to .the reporting
requirements for the preparatio of revised reports and maintenance of
cbmparability would significantly_ re uce burden in districts with high staff and
pupil turnover. The likelihood that. Ti e I schools would receive fewer resources
than non-Title I schools would increase owever.

Most of the alteinatives implemented nad ittle impact on the conflicts reported
by schools, primarily because they were designed _to reduce administrative
burden.

* Examining the Effort to Reduce Disproportion te DisciPlinary Actions Against
Minority Students

A recent study of the Emergency School Aid Act ESAA) program to reduce
-disproportionate diseiPlinary actions against rninori students describes a
sample of 15 ESAA projeCts (target and nontarget sch Is). The projects were
designed to combat disproportionate disciplinary act ns against minority
students, identify some of the atiributes of the more su essful projects, and
examine the reliability and validity of disciplinary data co ected at the local
level.
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The study found that:

o- Preset. Vice or related inservice training on the project was provided
for staff in 40 percent of the study sites;

-o All of the ESAA projects provided direct services such as individual
counseling and tutoring to students, and offered support services such
as consultation and a home-school liaison to teachers and parents;

Three of the 15 projects showed a reduction in disproportion for
suspension,,expulsion, and corporakpunishment in target schools;

The most successful ESAA projects, operated under a central
administraiive structure, stated project objectives clearly and
precisely, and used a planning process that iricluded a needs
assessment and participation among administrative staff, regular

/instructional staff, and parents;

Measures of disciplinary actiOns were required by the Office for Civil
Rights (OCR) and were the only measures . of disciplinary actions
reported by all districts .

A
Th/is study was .designed to be descriptiVe in nature and was, therefore, only the first
step in the diagnosis of the problems and solutions of discrimination in school

* ESAA Human Relations Services Improve Student Intergroup Relations Attitudes,
Behavior-, and Self-Concept of Minority Students

A recent study of ESAA-funded human relations programs reported 'that services
provided by such programs in the schools viere related to improvement in intergroup
relations, behavior, and attitudes./The study also reported that:

/
o Schools. with/ ESAA n human relations services showed greater

improvement in intergroup attitudes, intergroup behavior, and self-
concept of minority students than did schools without such services;

Schools providing services directly to students showed more positive
improvements in theie areas than did schools where ESAA services
were provided to only staff or parents;

o Contextual factors were particularly important to the effectiveness
of the services provided. In particular, district and school
commitment to human relations was found to influence students'
multicultural knowledge and attitudes;

Equal Educational Opportunity (EEO) was an important aspect of
Classroom practices when teachers made conscious efforts to further
EEO in their behavior toward students and in their grouping
practices.
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Based upon an-intensive study of 12 sites to determine just how effective practices
were made operational, a handbook will be prepared to provide guidance for scho
interekefi in implementing human relations'services.

* Lasting Change Has Been Brought About in Hundreds of Classrooms. Across the
Country .

Preliminary results from k recent Study of Dissemination Efforts Supporting School
Improvement indicate that some common notions about schools and innovations can be
challenged. Sixty-three innovations, for themost part associated with Federally
funded. improvement efforts,. were studied through visits to 147 schools across the
country. Teachers, administrators, and others involved in the implementapon of these'
innovations, were interviewed to learn more about the realities and outcomes of school
improvement efforts. Assessing the difference between present and past instructional
practice, the study found-that a substantial amount of change has occurred. Moreover,
the innovations implemented _by schools were not only faithful "replications" of the
developer's idea, but they zere remarkably stable in operating for more than 2 years
without Federal support. 7

A series of reports describing the study's results and'implications will be available- in
1982.
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* A Study of Teacher-Training Programs in Bilingual Education

The study findings are relevant to the goals of supporting bilingual education
teacher-training prograMs in institutions of -higher educatipn. Briefly, these
goals are to produce a sufficient number of well-qualified graduates.and to aid in
the ristitutionalization of programs so that they will continue in the absenCe of
Federal funding.

1

Increasing the amount of funds available for stipends and fellowships would
result in higher levels of e.irollment at most institutions of higher education. If
student stipends were terminated, the result would be a significant decrease in
.enrollment in many institutions. Since more students in Title VII-aidedT schools
than in non-Title VII programs are from minority groups, the former group would
be more vulnerable to loss of financial aid.

Graduates .of bilingual education programs in States with bilingual education
eve' certification requirements not only meet State qualification standards, but would

also meet and exceed the de4initiom of qualified bilingual personnel as contained
in the Title VII regulations.' However, findings regarding required bilingual
education course content and coMpetencies suggest that program improvements
could be made to enhance teacher qualifications.

The amount and nature of coordination among academic departments has a
significant influence on the curriculum. When bilingual education program
perspnnel increased the curricular, involvement of relevant faculty, the
curelculum tended to he broader and more closely tailored to the need's of
bilingual education students.

Programs with a broad curriculum offered better preparation than those which
emphasized a single 'curricular area. The quality and breadth of student
preparation is likely to suffer in a program in which all the required courses are
taught by, one or two people. This problem is worrned in an institution of higher
education with bilingual education programs at different academic levels, where
the same few resources must be thinly distributed. Students at one level receive
preparation that is highly similar, to that of students at the other. academic
level.

Higher education programs that address more than one target language, while
meeting the goal of producing graduates of different ethnolinguistic groups,
often have difficulty in achieving the same level of preparation for all groups
represented 'in the program. Unless there are sufficient numbers of students in
each ethnolinguistic group to justify additional faculty and seParate courses
geared to each group, program resources tend to be stretched too far to satisfy
the academic and linguistic needs of all students. Institutions of higher
education should be encouraged to collaborate to produce maximum effect: from
scarce resources.

-.

The degree to which' a program is able to sustain itself within an institution of
higher education is very largely determined by the number of enrollees. If there,
are enough students to create a demand for the program, the institution of
higher education will generally find money to support program faculty.
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Other factors associated with institutioralization are:

o active support from administration;

positive attitudes on the part of non-bilingual edUcation faculty;

some portion of bilingual education faculty supported by institutional
funds;

o some portion of bilingual education faculty on tenure track;

o involvement of adequate numbers of professionals inprogram
Operation;

o compatibility of programs with institutional priorities;

o a sufficient number of students to sustain the program without Title
VII support.

e"-N
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POstsecondary Education

* Analysis of the Institutional Administration of Student Financial Aid Programs
Using Data Collected in the Institutional Mail Survey

This report the last in a series, was commissioned to study the effectiveness and,
efficiency of administrative practices in the delivery of Federal student
financial aid programs at the institutional level.

The study revealed that, on the average, 4-year public institutions have more
recipients and employ larger staffs to serve student- aid recipients than do other
schools. However, financial aid officers at 4-year schools also have heavier work
loads than aid officers .at other. institutions, are more likely to be full-time
employees, and are better compensated. The lack of sufficient compensation
was found to be a serious hindrance to both the hiring and retaining of aid
officers.

Dissemination of student-aid information depended in large- part on the
. availability of resources. It is an activity that needs considerable improvement.

While there are many needs-analysis systems, the three that predominate are
those of the Bask Grant Program, the College Scholarship Service, and the
American College Testing Service. Validation procedures were- found to be
increasing, especially with regard to the Basic Grant Prk.gram. Information on
income and dependency predominates.

Finally, although practices differ on the packaging of stud6nt assistance, most
are generally consistent with the principle of equity.

This and other studies clearly point to the need for a detailed review, and
perhaps a restructuring, of the Federal system of delivering student aid. As a
result, several task groups have been it work on the issue in the Department.

* A Report on Specific Federally Funded Graduate Education Programs

This report 'on graduate education, which was mandated by the Congreds,
summarizes the operations of the Public Service Program, the Domestic Mining
and Mineral and Mineral Fuel Conservation Programs the Legal Training for the
Disadvantaged Prograrp, and the Graduate and 'Professional Opportunities
Program. This repprt also includes data on the special programs provided for
female and minority graduate students, obtained from a spring 1978 study
conducted for the then-Office of Education by the American Council on
Education. The major findings of these studies are outlined below:

o Graduate Programs Under Title IX of the Higher Education Act.
These programs appear to, be achieving their objectives of (1)
increasing the supply of qualified public servants, particularly at the
State and local levels, (2) supporting qualified disadvantaged students
in obtaining advances degrees in domestic mining, and (3) increasing
the number of lawyers from disadVantaged backgrounds.
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Public Service Fellowship Program/Domestic Mining a d Mineral and
Mineral Fuel Conservation Program.- Fragmentary datà suggest that
the majority of former Fellows are employed in the r respective
fields.

o
\

Legal Training for the Disidantaged Program. Partiàipants are
graduating from law school and \passing the bar on the fir t attempt
at a rate which compares favorabkto national norms.

o Special Programs fix Minorities and Females. A Survey of
postsecondary institutions which award post-bacculaureate dgrees
indicates that 46 percent, had at least one formal pr gram
specifically designed for female and minority graduates in the pring
of 1978. Programs included special admissions, student financial aid,
and acadethic assistance.

This report is the last in the series. Its requirement was removed by the Higher
Education Amendments of 1980.

.* A Study of the Dev, loping Institutions Program (Phase I)

The purpose of this study is to determine whether the program under Title III of
the Higher Education Act can be effective in assisting institutioni to provide
programs consistent with student needs in an, effective arid efficient manier.
Phase I of the study is intended to clarify program objectives and operations, ond
to develop a study design for Phase II that will provide information for planning,
budgeting, and program purposes.

Preliminary researcbzfocused on current program activities. It should be pointed
out, however, that new regulations have been under development in response to
the Higher Education Arnendrhents of 1980. Although a new part in the law will
allow for matching grants for endowment building, ttié program continues to
provide funds with a high degree of flexibility for institutional development.
While the flexibility makes it difficult to generalize about activities across
institutions, it reinforces the concept that each institution must work within the
confines of its own development plan. Thus, any generalization as to the overall
effect of the program must be on the degree. of success any institution has
reached in moving toward "mainstream" status.

Phase II will provide a series of case studies so that individual inititutional
responses to problems can be 'documented. Exemplary activities will be
described and made available to other instjtutions. Successful implementation
strategies Will also be identified and made available to program staff for use in
selecting projects and monitoring them. ft

* Cooperative Institutional Research Program
A

Each year, more . than 300,000 college freshmen are surveyed under this
cooperative program. It is funded in part by participating institutions and by the
American Council on Education. The Department of Education sponsors the
development of a data tape for analysis purposes and for program impact studies.
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Last year, detailed tables were prepared for the Annual Evaluation Repcirt to
show the difference in the distribution of Federal student aid, by program,
before and after enactment of the Middle Income Student Assistance Act.

Trends from another survey indicating that students from higher incoMe
families were benefiting from the program were validated for first-time
students. In additiCfn, the data provided information for a detailed technical
paper describing first-time students by sex, race, family income, cost of
education,, and type of institution.

* Evaluation of the Foreign Language and Area Studies Progra (Phase I,
Management Evaluation)

4.
When the Congress enacted the National Defense Education Act (NDEA) of,1958,
its objective was clearly articulated: "to insure trained manpower of sufficient
quality and quantity to meet tie national defense needs of the United States."
However, as a broader constituency made new demands on the program, its
objectives expanded. It now includes, not only specialist training but also
international educational enrichment avail levels.

The purpose of the phase I report is to analyze and identify program management
and selected activities that maximiie program efficiency.

Findings by subprogram include these needs and recommendations:

Centers

o Define potential grant recipients more flexibly;

o Imprme Center linkages with professional schools;

o Define Center outreach requirements more flexibly;

. Require that staff site visits be more thorough, that panel review
criteria be clarified, and that attempts to recruit senior scholars for
review panels be intensified.

Fellowship Program

Determine employment trends of fellowshij;' recipients and evaluate
the match between training and employment;

o Establish a protected competition for advanced students in the
professions and high-demand disciplines;

o Establish mid-career sabbatical awards to maintain and improve
skills.
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Graduate and Undergraduates Studies Program

It was found that, forty-two percent of these seed6money projects were continued
by the sponsoring institution after Federal funds. had ended. This is a much
higher rate than for other Federal programs with a seed-money strategy.
Successful seed-money projects should be identified and placed in the National
Diffusion Network or other dissemination process.

The second phase of this study, to be completed in the Summer of .1982, will
analyze supply and demand trends for graduates in foreign language and area
studies and assesS' the relationships between employme t and program-supported
training.

* EvaluatiOn of the Special Services for .Disadvantage Students Program

The urpose of this study is to evaluate the impact f the Federally funded
Specia Services for Disadvantaged Students (SSDS) program ascit existed during
the 197 0 academic year in postsecondary educational institutions across the
country. is report summarizes the SSDS program s short-term impact on
freshman dents who received special services from the program in that year.
A followup survey will attempt to determine longerferm program impact on the
same sample bf students, many of whom, will then be in their junior year in
colleges and universities. Findings to date include:

o Students who received the full range of SSDS services were 2% times
more likely to complete the freshman year than similar students who
did not rkeive such services;

o SSDS students attempted and completed more course units than did
the students who did not receive these services;

o Full-service participation by. SSDS students was associated with
relatively lower grade- point averages in the first year. However, it
is likely that this finding simply reflects tht fact that students with
weaker educational backgrounds and weake entry skills tend to be
given more services. The fall 1981 followup study, when completed,
should demonstrate whether or not this supposition is correct.

* Loan IndebtbJness Study

The purpose of thi study was to develop a model to determine the ratio of total
student loan burden to discretionary, earnings for program planning purposes.
The primary compone of the model are: 1) total cumulative loans expressed
as a monthly repayment obligation; 2) estimates of first-year earnings and
earnings for 9 successive years; 3) a measure of annual consumption expenditures
for each year of debt repayment, adjusted for increases in earnings; 4) a meisure
of residual, post-consumption, discretionary income from which educational debt
repayments can be made; 5). a ratio of annual debt repayments to available
annual discretionary income.

On4he- basis of histbricaL4ta_ that do not reflect recent sharp increases in loan
amounts, the general conclusion was that college graduates, if ethployed full-
time, would have discretionary income more thari adequate to repay their loans



wh:le maintaining an adequate standard of living. However, even with the
earlier data, significant pockets of high loan burden were found among:

All baccalaureates who 'work less than full-time. TheY will be, hard
pressed to cover their repayments during their. first 2 or 3 years out
of school. Obviously, unemployed borrowers would face ttie complete
loan burden while they remain without a job;

o Married; full-time employed women with bachelor's degree.' They
will- be Substantially burdened during the first year or two unless the
spouse is also working and has no debt of his own;

Health technicians, single or married. They could not support
themselves at a low standard of living for the first 3 years after
graduation, even if they had no education_ debt) Less severely
strapped would be married farmers, housekeepers, and other service
workers, who would have to spend over 35 percent of their first year's
discretionary earnings .to repay their undergraduate education debt, if
they were the sole wage earners.

For a typical full-time employed, married, white female, the median annual
repayment represented 70.5 percent of net discretionary incorne during the first
year of repayment but only 3.4 percent of such income during the 10th year of
repayment. For full-time employed, single, white baccalaureates, the median
first-year repayment ratio was 13.7 percent and, in the 10th year, 1.6 percent:
For black males, employed lull-time, the cornparable ratios were 6.9 percent
(first-year) and 1.3 percent during the 10th year. All ratios assumed a low
Standard of living as defined by the Bureau of Labor Statistics, (BLS), which is
believed to be appropriate for newly employed baccalaureates. If one were to
assume a moderate BLS standard, loan burden ratios would increase by an
average of 99 percent during the first year and by 23.1 percent during the 10th
year of repayment.

The study provides base line data for setting loan limits for Federal loan
programs.

* National Longitudinal Study of 1980--Parent Survey

. 01

The parent survey portion othe National Longitudinal' Study of 1980 was
sponsored .by the 'Office of Program Evaluation to determine the degree of
commitment parents haVe in assisting their children to . finance their
postsecondary education. Earlier studies indicated, after adjusting for family
income, a high degree of variation in the willingness of parents to contribute
toward their children's postsecondary-education.

The initial product from this study is a research data tape which, when matched
with the student survey; Will provide detailed answers to a number of related
questions on the subject. The tape has been delivered and is available for
analysis. An technical paper is under development by staff.

* Sources of roans Study

The purpose of the study was to identify non-Federal soues of loan funds which
.parents and students could use to finance their educatio al costs. The findings
indicate that because of favorable terms to borrowers, the Guaranteed Student
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Loan .(GSL) Program has become the predominant student lending vehidle over
the past 5 years. Although there are several large, private, parent-loan plans,
the rates whiCh these plans must charge aye so high_relative-:to guaranteed
student loans that they are often used by families with one or more children in
high-cost colleges.

The largest of these parent-loan plans had an increase in total dollar volurne
from $15.7 million in 1972 to only $33 million in 1979, with an actual reduction .
in the number of loans from 9,674 to 7,500. This was during the period .when the
GSL program volume was increasing from $1.2 billion to $2.98 billion.

Life insurance policy loans appear to be a fairly large source of family borrowing
for postsecondary education. However, there has been onll Moderate growth in
the volume of such loans, from $136 million in 1973 to an estimated $192 million
in 1978.

Two huge, Untapped sources-of capital for postsecondary education borrowing are
life insurance company investment portfolios and corporate/union pension funds.
These sources have not participated primarily because the student loan
promissory 'note is not an appropriate funancial instrument, because individual
loans are too small in amount, because the liquidity of a secondary market is
restricted, and because there are too many diverse loan-servicing arrangements.

* Field Test o4f the Instittitional Report Form (IRF) for State Regulatory
Agencies

The purpose of the field test was to provide State postsecondary education
licensing agencies with, a tool: to monitor the potential for student consumer
abuse in the institutions over which they exercise authority. The field test was
intended as a Federal technical assistance effort in response to one of the major
recommendations of the 1978 national conference on Sta;e oversight. State
licensing is the first step to-institutionaleligibility for Fedeal funds, and as such
represents the primary means to protecting student consumers and the taxpayer.

Response to the field test and IRF were generally positive. Fifteen of 18
agencies contacted agreed to participate in the field test, and all but 3
completed their efforts on time. Sixty-eight percent of State agency and
institution respondents had clearly positive reactions to the IRF and only 3
percent had clearly negativej ones. Fifty percent of tie respondents felt the IRF
should be used more wideJ,yãnd 21 percent opposed t 4.1

IRF scores among the 77 institutions included in the field test were, on average,
slightly better than in past field tests. Fewer problems were identified, and a
higher level of awareness-of the need for consumer protection seemed evicifnt.

The IRF was most useful at new schools, nonaccredited schools, and others that
do not already unaergo a regular review. The schools preferred it as a self-check
educational tool for institutional officials, rather than as a monitoring device to
be used in an authoritorian manner by the State agency.

The IRF is being used by -State licensing agencies, private accrediting
associations, and by postsecondary educatjon institutions as a means of gauging
their policies and practices in student contumer protection.



* Trends in Financial Indicators of Coll eges and Universities ,

This-report-presents the-results-of a-survey-of---the- financial -condition of- -a
nationally representative group of colleges and universities using two sets of
financial indicators for a 5-year peripd (1974-5 to 1978-9). One set measures
changes in the institutions' financial assets while the second is concerned with
changes in human resources, i.e., faculty, students and administrators. ,

Highlights of the findings include:

o Private 4-year colleges show a decline 'in their ability to meet
current fund liabilities with current fund assets;

o The financial reserves of private 4-year colleges and universities
have fallen more than 10 percent over the) 5-year study period,
suggesting less long-term stability; \

o Four-year colleges and universities have had an increasing pool of
potential students to select from, while the pool for12-year colleges
appears to be declining;

o Dormitory occulency rates have remained fairly\ stable or have
increased slightly over the past 5 years, minimizing the possibility of
vacant dormitory space being a financial drain;

o The proportion of expenditures used for salariess in public institutions
has increased over the 5-year period while it has fallen in private
institutions, suggesting less budget flexibility in the public sector;

o Not-for-credit enrollments increased substantially in both public and
private universities, suggesting that greater outreach activities are
being employed;

Institutions apparently have been able to maintain the number of full-
time-equivilent fadulty, suggesting no apparent reduction in course
offerings available tOs §tudents.

The findings, while suggesting that \belt tightening continues, also indicate that
mast institutions are becoming more efficient in the use of their resources!

* The Financial Conditions of Institutions of Higher Education

In 1973, a number of studies estimated that as many. as 71 percent of collegiate
institutions were in or. headed for financial trouble. Now, nearly 10 years later;
the vast majority. Of this 71 Percent survives. However, what of the future? A
'study was conducted to identify in, detail the , reasons for thi present financial
condition of colleges and universities. The study found:

Reserves are down for private colleges;

o Flexibility is disappearing for the public institutions;



o Scientific equipment is aging;'

o Endowments can no longer proyide the subsidies of 'the past;

Administration takes a larger and larger amount of the education and -
general budget;

Capital assets are increasingly in need.of revival.

'It was also indicated that Federal student aid has bren the best vehicle for
Federal aid to higher educatibn since it provides financial support with a limited
degree of Federal control.

The study team also found that prbblems with institutional finances have slowed
but not stopped progress toward national higher education goals. Progress has
been made toward all goals, from access to institutional excellence. However,
there are doubts about the ability of institutions to maintain this progress, given
continued Iinancial difficulty. In particular, the study suggests that declines in
Federal student financial aid could trigger declines in enrollments which 'could
have a very profound effect on a number of institutions. In this respect, the
study report calls for the States to do a more comprehensive job. of monitoring ..
the health of both public and private institutions.
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Special Category Education

* The State-Administered Program of the Adult Educa

A small scale assessmeni .of the State-Administered
Education Act was completed in 1980. While there are ch
of the size of the adult target population, there is evide
designed to serve this' population have been effective.
program year, almost 2 million participants were served
average cost of $46 per participant., with over 60 percent
of age. Almost half of the participants were employed an
some form of public.assistance. Some 53 percent of the p
less years of prior formal schoolihg.

Orie of the key issues that are of primary concern to
educators is the clarity of the program's purpose to
adults. The areas emphasized by State directors of adul
reflected Congressional intent as expressed in the 1

Adult Education Act.

on Act

rogram of the Adult
ferences in estimates
ce that the programs

During the 1978-79
y the program at an
f them under 35 years

27 .percent received
rticipants had nine or

\

Over 90, percent of ,the State directors of adult educat
literacy and consumer competence are areas their
Some 86 percent reported they have placed a prior
pre-employment'sk ills as well. In addition, 75 per
directors indicated that cbmpetency-based instr
education bf adults.

* The Regional Resources Center Program /
., ..,

A study of the Regional Resou'l.ces Center (R C) Program to assist State and
local education agencies in implementing P. . 94-142 was completed in June
1980. Over 31,000 administrators, teacher and parents received training
services from the RRC Program in 1978-79 with emphasis on Individualized
Educational Program (IEP) development. RR 's were prbviders of service in 30
percent of the school.districts surveyed while State agencies were providers of
seqice in 49 percent of the districts. The types of RRC services that have had
thei widest appeal and utility have been training and other assistance directed
towards capacity building or training of trainers at the State agencies. The
majoKty of State agencies surveyed indicated that as a result of RRC lervices,
\ there' was added capacity in the agencies to provide educational materials, train

eac4ers, and improve the implementation of P.L. 94-142. The multi-State
RC's seem to be rhore successful and more effective than the single State

RRC's in building State agency capacity to implement P.L. 94-142.

State and local adult
educate disadvantaged
education have directly
8 Amendments to the

on surveyed indicated that
States have emphasized.
on developing functional

nt of teachers and project
ction is important in the

i

I

Teacher Corps 4
T e current Teacher Corps evaluation was designed to coincide pith the 5-year
-thnding strategy of the...program. The developmental characte of the program

,
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suggested an evaluation that would utilize 'a variety of methodological
techniques, one of which was ethnographic. The first major produet from the
longitudinal study was an assessment of collaboration and multicultural
education processes and practices developed in Teacher Corps. Collaboration
and multicultural education were specific legislative concerns that were to be
addressed within the prOjects. The study revealed that the concept of collabora-
tion was materializing in the projects at all levels\ -- i.e., community, schools,
universities, and school districts.

The concept of multicultural education was dif ficult to articulate and implement
at the project level. Teacher Corps interns and team leaders 'could be
effectively used at this level to develop specifics of Multicultural education
programs, because of specialized training they receive upon entering the Corps.
The most serious impedimeni to the develo ment of multicultural education
programs was the participants' misunderstanding of the goals and objectives of
multicultural education.

* Community Education 'Program

This study, completed in February 1981, examined the level of development"of
States' commimity education programs since the enactment of the Community
Schools Act of 1974. The study found that:

o The strongest components of. comrnunity education programs at the
State level were State needs assessment and interagency cooperation;

o The weakest components were in State planning, evaluating, and
reporting;

o Only about half the States have strong commitments to community
education through supporting legislation or State funds;.

o State education agencies with, full-time community education
coordinators are more likely ta have State-level operations in place;

At least 2 consecutive years of Federal funding appear to be the most
effective cost/benefit pattern for State education agencies;

o The need exists for data to be collected on local community
education programs and then to be aggregated at the State and
national levels.

Special Ernithasis Projects of the Right-To-Read Program

This recently comp tech study was based on observations at seven matched-
school sites, on rea ing remediation through a prescribe4 pattern of instruction.
The study found. hat of the three sites which complied closely with the
prescribed pattern, two showed significant reading achievement gains among
second and fifth graders. Reading achievement was measured among the second
through the sixth grades with the Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test; only the



second and fifth grades revealed consistent gains at e two sites. The major
features of the prescribed pattern of instructiOn ere the use of reading
specialists for all children in, the first and second rades, the use of reading
specialists for all children with reading prbblems in rades three through six, and
institution 'of a vacation-time reading n program for children who
were reading below grade level.

* The Inexpensive Book Distribrion Program

The Inexpensive Book Distribution Program (
to Reading is Fundamental (RIF), Ince The/
children which are of maximum interest

f the Right-To-Read Program

DP) was begun through a contract
IF objective is to provide books

o them, then allow th en to
'choose their own books -from a large number of titles., U. - mption is that the
children will be more motivated to read be ey selected-the-hooks in which
they were interested. In fiscal year 1979, RIF provided support tO- 1,842
subcontractors who, in turn, were responsible for purchasing the bod<s and
organizing distribution of them on a schoolrwide basis.

In 1978, the Office of Program Evaluation initiated a study of the IBDP which
was completed in 1980. The objectives of the study were to determine the
effectiveness of the IBDP in reading motivation,'and to describe the process by
which books are acquired and distributed to children.
The study could not be completed as originally designed due to unexpected costs;
thus, the first objective,was not fully accomplished.-

,The findings of the study were as follows:

o The 13rogram is enthusiasticall endorsed by school personnel,
parents, volunteers, and sponsoring community agencies and organi-

. zations, at all the program sites visited in this project;
,, .

o Strengths of the program were perceived to be book ownership by the
children, enthusiasm for reading among the children, community
involvement, and increased silent reading by the children;

The problems fell in two categories. Some were related to the books
(e.g., storage, ordering, payment procedures, and increasing prices of
books). Others were related to the 'program (e.g., subcontractors
desired more technical assistance from RIF, bookkeeping was
becoming more cumbersome, fund raising was more difficult, and
there was a negative attitude toward Federal programs).

* Emergency School Aid Act's T ram

An evaluation entitled "Asse rnent of the ESAA-TV Program, through An
Examination of Its Production, bistribution, and Financing", found that the most
serious challenges for this program are obtaining increased viewership at home
and obtaining increased utilization in schools.

I

The report stated that ESAA-TV has filled a gap by funding thei production of
television series which meet the needs of minority audiences while providing a
valuable alternative for majority viewers.
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It recommended that the- prograni be continued, and that the level of funding for
production and ancillary activities be increased to ensure that quality
programming will be produced and viewed.

Title I of the Library Ser*vices and Construction Act

The purpose of this study was to evaluate the impact and effectiveness of Title I
of the Library Services and Construction Act, (LSCA Title I), which is the only
f--..tderal program designed to assist State efforts to develop and improve public
libraries. Findings indicate that:

o The most Significant area of change induced by LSCA Ttle I has been
the establishment of regional systems of pu libraries. In, some'
instances, these expenditures have been translated into direct
services to the pUblic through bookmobiles or books-by-mail.
However., the major expenditures are aimed to improve the ability of
regional libraries to assist local libraries through interlibrary loans
and delivery systems and to install cost-cutting practices such as
centralized purchasing and cataloging.

o A major impact has been the provision of services in rural States and
high poverty States.

The program hai had' a significant effect on the establishment and
extension of public library services for residents of State-supported
institutions, the,blind and physically handicapped persons.

o Adequacy of publiC library service represents current and dominate
focus of most State efforts to improve public libraries. Complicating
all these efforts, and especially the upgrading of existing services, is
cost. Increasingly, the ability to pay is being ,:utstripped by cost,
causing a shift from the goaT-of -improvement toward maintaining
existing levels of services.

o While only 33.9 percent of all public libraries in the nation received
at least one direct LSCA Title I grant since 1965, it is estimated that
only 6 perceOt of all public libraries failed to receive at least one
direct benefit from the prograrn. Public libraries receiving at least
one grant.served an estimated 69 percent of the nation's population.

Vocational Education Programs for Indian Tribes and Organizations

The Vocational Ediic\ation Act of 1963, as amended by the Education
Amendments of 1976 (Public Law 94-482), provides a one-percent set-asidefor
vocational education programs for Indian tribes and organizations. The program
is discretionary.
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This study was piandated by the Technical Amendments of 1977 (Public Law 95-
40). It focuses on the first two years of the operation of the program. It Was
designed primarily to examine how the program was working in its forma#ve
years and to rovide information needed to improye performance. Data
collected in the, spring of 1980 describes 17 projects, needs assessments, program
operation and performance in their second year of operation.

The study show& that:

o Projects1 were primarily located on or near Indian reservations in
communities with Indian labor force unemployment ranging from 26%
to 50% to more than 75%. These communities had a high percentage
of Indian adults who had not completed the 8th 'grade. In a majority
of communities, the program provided services and. activities in
Indian communities where no such services and activities exisied
previously.

A high correlation existed between the local identified training needs
and the project training components designed to meet those needs.
However, the less sophisticated tribes required assistance in linking
vocational training needs to the economic development of the tribes.

o Ahhough study folloW-up information was not available, trend data
.indicated that 39% corhpleted their training and secured jobs or
continued their education during the program year 1978-79, and 48%
completed their training and secured jobs or continued their
education in program year 1979-80. Program reports indicated that
'projects have continued to improve their performance.
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CHAPTER IV

Evaluation Activities in the Office of
Management
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Organizational Performance Services

In this period of a shrinking national budget and declining confidence in public
education, the Department of Education is acutely aware of the need to increase
the performance or results of Federal programs, and to improve accountability
mechanisms through which these results are measured and reported. To this end,
the Office of Management is designing and establishing a Department-wide
Performance Accountability System (PAS) which will provide a common
framework for defining objectives, measuring outcomes, and using information to
strengthen Department management. The PAS will include the support functions
oz the Department such as personnel, fiscal services, contracting, and planning
because effective operation of these functions is critical to achievement of
program objectives.

The Office of Organizational Performance Services (OPS), located in the Office
of Management, is responsible for installing and managing this new system. .The
Division of Program Assessment in the Office of Performance Services, is
ctiarged with the special task of assisting ED's program managers to develop
appropriate objectivese'and indicators for the new Performance Accountability
System. OPS also designs and conducts rapid turn-around decision-oriented
studies which provide managers with timely information about program
performance so that early corrections can be made. To carry out its assignment,
OPS employs several specific techniques: Evaluability Assessment, Program
Performance Design, Service Delivery Assessment, Program Management
Review, and Rapid-Feedback Evaluation.

These techniques are not evaluations in the traditional sense and do not
substitute for necessary impact evaluations. However, they can help identify the
effects of programs at State and local levels, and pinpoint areas where ED
managers and policymakers can influence program outcomes by changing certain
aspects of the Federal involvement. The Evaluability Assessment and Program
Performance Design techniques also help lay the groundwock for planning and
conducting more traditional evaluation studies at appropriate points in the life of
the program.

E aluability Assessment (EA)

Evaluability Assessment is designed to improve program outcomes and the
evaluation process by first ensuring that a program has a solid management
foundation. An EA determines what changes might be needed to make the
program more manageable and 'accountable; the extent tq which a program is
ready for eviltiation; and how an evaluation of the program 'might be most
usefully conducted. A fully successful evaluability assessment results in: (I)
clearly 'specified and agreed upon program objectives and activities; (2) an
explicit statement of the assumptions that underlie the program; (3) a list of
program performance indicators or meastkes that are agreed upOn by those
responsible for the program; and (4) a plan with both management and
measurement options which may be implemented as program managers see fit.

AnEA st ts by considering questions such as the following:

o What are management's program' objectives and expectations? What
resourced, activities, objectives, and assumptions make up
management's intended program?
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o What, in the view of policyrnakers (executive and legislative), is the
program expected to accomplish and what are acceptable indicators
of performance?

o What are the likely, uses of information on program performance at
each management level? What range of actions might management
consider as a result of various findings?

On the basis of responses to these questions and a review of relevant documents
(e.g., the authoriz'ng legislation and legisl.-.tive history), the assessment team
develops three types of descriptive charts or models of the program. A laic
model is drafted to represent the intended logic of the program (e.g., if event A
occurs, then it is assumed that event B will occur). A second set of models,
known as functiOn models, trace the program's processes, including such events
as- flaws of activities, people, mohey, and information. The third model deals
with measurement of progress toward program objectives. It identifies measures
which could be taken at various points in thp- process to indicate program
performance. Since, all these models are b4ed on interviews with Federal
-ffi i Is only, they represent a description oi the-intended program.

The assesstnent team then visits a limited sample of projects to obtain
informationibout the'actual program as it operates in the field. A second set of
models is developed to represent program reality. Questions addressed during
and 'after the f.eld visits include:

o Wha t. are the program inputs, activities, and outcomes based on a
review of actual operations at selected project sites?

o What measurements and comparisons are feasible, given existing data
systems?

o What data are obtainable on program performance? Are there data
sources for management's agreed-upon measures of progress?

All information gathering and modeling at the 'policy, Management, and field
operations levels lay' the groundwork for the analytical stage of the assessment.
Questions asked by the team during the analysis of program evaluability include:

o Is management's description of the program well-defined, acceptable
to policymakers, and is it a sound representation of the program as it
exists in the field?

o Are management's expectations plausible that is, do they appear
likely to be accomplished?

o What portion of the intended program is ready for useful impact
eval ation?

What managemrt options can be suggested to improve program
per fo mance? /

Like full-scale impact and process evaluations, EA's are conducted by an outside
team of researchers Subject to close supervision by a Department project
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monitor. Evaluability assessments differ significantly in that they are intended
to produce results relatively quickly (6 months) and inexpensively (an average
cost of $67,000). An added benefit is the savings of time and money that might
otherwise be expended on unsuccessful process or impact evaluations, that is, the
resources that might be used to evaluate a program shown by an EA to lack
agreea-upon, measurable objectives.

Twelve EA's were initiated in FY 1979 and FY 1980, and 6 more_were initiatedtduring FY 1,981 terminated
before comPletion (Vocational Ed 'cation, and the National Center for
Educational Statistics). Ten of the assessments had been completed as of the
end of line 1981, and 6 were still in process. The 10 completed studies covered
tho. following programs: Bilingual Education, Career Education, Cooperative
Education, Early Childhood Education for the Handicapped, Follow Through,
Independent Living Centers, Institute for Museum Studies, Language Training and
Area Studies, Vocational Rehabilitation, and Women's Educational Equity. At
least three new assessments Will be undertaken during FY 1982.; (See Volume II,
Appendix B for more information on EA's.) \

Two Rapid-Feedback Evaluations, an optibnal second phase of EA's, were also
initiated in FY 1981: one on Career Education, and the second on Women's
Educational Equity. The first was completed in June 1981 and the second Will
end in November 1981: Rapid-Feedback Evaluations use readily available data to
follow up EA's by examising furthvr the evaluable parts of a program. \

, \._

Program Performance-Design (PPD)

The Program Performance Design technique, like Evaluability Assessment, aims
to generate measurable program objectives and performance indicators, but is
less intensive and less costly. This approach places primary responsibility on
program managers for identifying key objectives, developing measures or
indicators, and preparing required progress reports. OPS assists by defining
terms and setting criteria, giving training and technical support, coordinating
departmental review, and advising on the- quality and appropriateness of final
products.

As part of the Performance Accountability System, PPD will help managers
produce objectives and indicators just prior to ED's internal budgeting Cycle so
that the objectives are useful in the budget review and policy activities of the
Department. In addition, the Department will be able to improve its response to
the mandate of Section 417 of the General Education Provisions Act requiring
development of specific otjectives and performance indicators for all ED
programs. / 41

The objectives and indicators developed through this process will be transmitted
to the Congress in the Annual Evaluation Report. It is anticipated that the

*gsmission of these individual program objectives and measures will assist the
rew and the Department in agreeing upon legislative and administrative

mandates for program operations. Some differences will naturally emerge in this
dialogue, but the existence of the initial objectives should be helpful in clarifying
and resolving those differences.
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Programs which are especially complex or controvemial will have objectives
developed through the more analytical, intensiye process of Evaluability
Assessmen.. Whether developed by the Evaluabilitb Assessment or the Program
Periormaric:e Design technique, program objectives and indicators as part of
ED's Performance Accountability System will be closely tied to performance
appraisal and -merit pay, thus reinforcing the accountability of managers for
program performance.

Program Management Review (PMR)

This evaluative technique is also being degelnoed and reined' by 'ha ivision of
Program Assessment. These studies are designed to synthesize exist"' g program
information in a short period of time and to supplement that information with
independent, short-term assessments covering important knowledge gaps about
the operations of the program. The resulting report gives the Secretary and
other top managers a complete but succinct picture of a program including its
history, legislative goals and objectives, resources, administrative and
management operations, field perceptions, effectiveness, issues, and problems.

Program. management reviews will be particularly valuable when programs are
facing reauthorization without sufficient data on certain aspects of their
operations; when controversial issues require 40f ficult management decisions;
and when top management changes are made. hile PMR's are not designed to
develop quick solutions for program problems, the. can be used as diagnostic
tools to identify where policy, administrative, or legislative changes should be
made.

A Program Management Review will be directed by OPS staff with the
assistance of other program and staff offices within ,ED. Staff with expertise in
management and program analysts, work measurement, organizational behavior,
quality control techniques, and other fields make up a PM R team.

The specific purpose, scope,. level of detail, and length of each PMR will be
defined by OPS in conjunction with top management and program officials.
Because each PMR will require a significant level of resources, no more than
three or four such studies will be undertaken in a fiscal year. Use of the PMR
technique will be reserved for high priority needs and interests of the Secretary,
Under Secretary, and Assistant Secretaries. It .is expected that performance
shortfalls highlighted through the Performance Accountability System would lead
to a top management request for a Program Management Review.

Service Delivery Assessment (SDA)

These short-term, current assessments of ED Programs and program-related
issues are to be conducted in fiscal year 1982 in relation to issues 'generated by
the Performance Accountability System, or at the special request of the
Secretary or UnderSecretary. These 3- to 5-month studies document the
experiences and impressions of persons who directly receive or provide services
under ,ED programs in order to gain an understanding of how program
perfoymance is perceived in" classrooms, in State offices, in the local\ school
boardroom, or at colleges and university campuses. An SDA gauges how
suceessful ED programs are perceived to be at the State and local levels in
meeting the needs of students, teachers, parents, and administrators; what
problems exist as programs are being implemented; and what possible
improvements are identified by those directly affected by the Federal programs:
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It is important to understand that SDA's do not correspond to traditional impact
or process evaluation studies, audits, compliance reviews, or monitoring
activities. While they often employ similar methods, SDA's are more analogous
to in-depth analytical reporting which uses open-ended discussions with people in
local settings. The knowledge gathered is generally subjective and qualitative in
nature. Blcause of these characteristics, SCA findings are- notiniended for
general distribution but rather for use along with other program information
sources available to the Secretary and other decision-makers.

The reasons for undertaking an individual SDA vary with each study and may
include continued gaps in the Performance Accountability System, suspected
operational prOblems, significant changes planned or underway, expiring or
proposed legislation, plans for a major initiative,)or programs' or issues the
Secretary wants to explore. The SDA teams seek especially to identify
operational improvements which the Secretary and program managers can make
without the need for legislative, regulatory, or budget changes. In this fashion,
the SDA findings and recommendations can be implemented immediately to
improve prOgram performance.

In the Education Department, SDA's will be conducted under the overall
supervision of OPS with regional staff providing onsite support necessary to
conduct the studies. It is hoped that State and local education staff will
eventually participate with ED staff in planning and executing these studies.

--
Because SDA is a new .activity relative to Evaluability Assessment, only two
major. studies were begun in fiscal year 1981. The first was- a joint national
report by the Department of Health and Human Services and the Department of
Education on services to refugees. The second was an examination of the
National Direct Student LOan Program which was supervised by OPS staff and
conducted by the personnel- from four regional offices. It involved students,
parents, representatives of loan companies, collection agencies, university staff,
and lawyers. As new policy begins to change the Federal relationship to State
and locai education agencies, it is expected that SDA will meet a definite need
of top policy-makers for direct, timely feedback on how these changes are
affecting the educational enterprise throughout the country.
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Education Data Control

One of the main functions of the Office of Organizational Performance Services
is education data control. This function involves a review of data collection
activities and instruments of the Department and of other Federal agencies. The
Federal Reports Act of 1942, as amended, the Control of Paperwork
Amendments of 1978, the Privacy Act of 1974, the Paperwork Reduction Act of
1980, five Office of Management and Budget (OMB) circulars, and Departmental
regulations for contracts and grants, are the framework for the OPS role in
forms clearance. These guiding documents define many of the requirements and
responsibilities placed on 'the Department, on 9MB, on the Federal Education
Data Acquisition Council (FEDAC), and ryn 1l Federal agencies collecting
education data from the public.

Before the Department of Education was formed, component offices of the
Office of Education (OE) submitted each prqàsed fdrm for clearance to the OE
Office of 'Management's Administrative Zdrflpliance Staff (ACS) for, review.
That staff performed preliminary rev w and worked with program form
sponsors to correct and 1 prove package and to reduce burden hours imposed on
the public by each form. The. forms clearance package was then subrfiitted by
Administrative Compliance staff to FEDAC for approval as required by the
Control of Paperwork Amendments of 1978. FEDAC staff then began anew to
conduct their own review of the clearance package.

In each review, many of the same steps had to be done FEDAC that had
already been done by Administrative Compliance Staff. duplication of
effort wv recognized by departmental management in 1980, it was decided
that the two functions should be merged. Early in 19 , the Division of
Education Data Control was formed with staff members of both the
Administrative Compliance Staff and FEDAC. The unit was given responsibility
for forms cle ance as well as for the ED Information Collection Budget,
interagency repàr management, the Hatch Amendment, copyright approvals,
environmental irnpact approvals, and the Family Educational 'Rights and Privacy
Act.

At about 'the same time, the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980 expanded the
scope of FEDAC control over data collection actiifities. Where FEDAC had
previously only been involved if (1) the primary respondents were education
agencies, and (2) the purpose of the data collection was related to education
policy, research, or evaluation, the 1980 Act broadened t e field by requiring
FEDAC approval whenever either of these two conditions exi

The Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980 alto created other new requirements
related to forms clearance. The most significant of these are the requirements
that OMB approve every data-collection proposal, that OMB announce ei..ch one
in the Federal Register, and that OMB approve or disapprove any request for
clearance within 60. calendar days. Because these requirements could have
reinstated a double review (once by FEDAC and once by OMB), an agreement
was reached with OMB so tbat, for the purpose of forms review; FEDAC will act
as an arm of that agency.

Coupled with 'the publication each February of proposed data collections required
by FEDAC legislktion, the ED Information Collection Budget is of use in
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reviewing planned Federal data acquistions. Arrayed in various exhibits
(including- tipe of collection and respondent), accumulated burden hours provide
a comprehensive outline of the departmental strategy for collecting information.
Types of collections (such as applications for 'benefits) can be identified and
targeted for reduction much more realistically and efficiently i when they are
presented in the aggregate. OMB and OPS are closely examining the
relationships between dollar cost and burden hours. The capacity may Soon exist
to tie data collections into specific appropriations and operating expenses.

Administration of tile Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974

( RPA) is another esponsibility of OPS. The purpose of the- FERPA is,
stablish, a national minimum standard for the recordkeeping practi of

/educational agencies and institutiOns - which receive funds - jindr the
/ administrative authority of the Secretary of Education. .The la accomplished

/ this purpose by requiring schools to:

Notify parents and adult students of thei ights under the FERPA;

o Adopt written records pohci s consistent\ with the minimum
requirements set out in FER-P3's regulations;

o Permit parents and adult students (including former s udents) to
review and inspect eduCation records;

Permit parents and adult students (through form 1 hearing
procedures, if necessary) to seek correction of recorded nformation
which they believe to be inaccurate or misleading;

o Permit parents and adult students to exert control over dis losures of
'information from education records through a consent requirement
unless such disclosures are specifically permitted by the FERPA.

The role of Qps is to provide information to those affeCted by the law and to
investigate complaints alleging violations of the law. On the average, the office
responds to about 5,000 inquiries a year. These come from parents, students,
school administrators, attorneys, members'of the Congress, State departments of
education, other Federal agencies and, in some instances, representatives of
foreign governments interested in developing similar privacy laws.

40
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Management Analysis

Primary efforts in management analysis tcr date have been directed toward
improvements in administrative and management systems which suppor program
operations. Although these systems indirectly affect prog am operations, they
nevertheless can have a significant impact on program performance. The
methodology used in conducting studies is based upon th ideas and concepts
Jormulated by W. Edwards Deming: a pioneer in utilizing s atistical methods to
improve productivity and quality control.

In addition to productivity improvement studies and office technology research
and development, the OPS performs ad hoc research and analysis on a variety of
management issues: Of particular significance during the past year Was a special
report to the Secretary of Education on iMproving the delivery systems
supporting the Student Financial Aid programs. This.project was undertaken as a
joint effot with 'the Office of Program Evaluation, Division of Postsecondary
Programs, and the Information Resources Management Division.

The Federal student financial aid loan and grant programs distribute nearly $9
billion ,in aid annually to over 6 million students. The delivery systems that
manage and administer these programs were not designed to handle programs of
this magnitude and have I not kept pace with their rapid acceleration.
Consequently, the systems today have serious deficiencies that jeopardize the
effective delivery of student aid and leave the programs vulnerable to many
forms of fraud and abuse.

The special renort to the Secretary stronglY recommended that he assign high
priority to undertaking a structured system development approach which would
include establishing a dedicated Project Office reporting directly to the Under-
Secretary, and selecting an Advisory Committee wcomposed of experts in the
fields of education finance and systerns design.

Interdepartmental Office Technology Demonstration Projett I

The purpose of the demonstration project is to study the producity of Federal
employees when given new technology. 'It is sponsored ItY- the Office of
Personnel Management, the"Office of Management and' Budget, and the General
Services Adininstràtion. 4..gencieS participating in this project were the
Departinent f ducation, the Department of Housing and Urban Development, .

the Departm nt of Commerce (the National TelecOmmunication and IrifOrmation
Administratiim), and the Office of Personnel.Management.

As a participant in this project, OPS is responsible for developing a , detailed
project plan arid ptocedurerlor managing the project; conducting a feasibility
study and identifying productiyiry improvements, which includes documenting
..curreni systems and measuring, productivity, and simplifying work flow and .

systerni ,before automating; designing office automation systems with three or
more office autorm-,..iOn technologies- and implementing automated systems,
dacumenting results, and measUring effects including productivity changes.°

During this study 4,1 effort will be made to identify. and examine the "people
faciOrs" and their implications for Successiul impleMentation of advanced office
technology 'and procedures. These personnel management factors include job
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enhancement, job satisfaction, motivation, classification and position
management,.and psychological impacts. OPS will also be analyiing technology
capability. factors Ithe capabilities, cost, and benefits of 'selected information
handling equipment and technologies), and institutional factors (identifying
organizational staffing, budgeting, and management issues and evaluating the
;impact resulting from new information technology).
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Organizational Development

Organizational developmeni
management-by-objectives,
Communications System),
effectiveness:

activities within the Department include \
management directives (Administrative

organizational analysis, and organizational

Administrative Communications Systen (ACS)

Enhancing the effectiveness and efficiencY of any organization depends to a
great extent on how well it, develops and disSeminates its administrtive policies,
procedures, and other important information. AdditiOnally, the Federal
regulation "Establishment and Management of an Effective Directives System,"-
mandates the creation of a management directives program in each Federal
agency. The ACS is the official means of communicating administrative
policies, procedures, and information affecting mOre than one principal office
within the Department of Education. The ACS includes manuals on general
administration; mission and organization; grants, procurement, -and financial
management; and perspnnel and administrative management. ,\.It also sets forth
approval authoritie# for permanent Departmental directives, temporary
Departmental directives, and Departmental announcernents.

The Office of Organiza Oonal Oerformance Services has developed the
Department's policy on organizational design. The Office is responsible for
evaluating all proposed organizational changes to assure that three primary
objectives ou lined in the ED policy are met: (1) improved delivery of program
services to he pubiic, (2) idiproved internal operations, and (3) more efficient
use of staf resources.

A major activity closelty litked to organization design has been the development
of -an-ED-wide system for Delegations of Authority. Still in the final phase of
develOpment, the system, when automated, will provide inforination on the
position location of various program and administrative authorities' within ED.
This information is 'critical to internal operations in that signature authority is
necessary fo r. the awarding of grants and contracts and the execution of
administrative documents.

Organizational Effectiveness
1

The organizationali effectiveness activities aSsAst individuals and ED units to
work more effectiVely and productively. Th unit-does this by designing and
conducting activities with individuals and groups arotind such themes, as
diagnosing organizational problems, clarifying communications, establishing
goals, working with conflict, improving meetings, 'solving problems, improving
decisionrnaking, and improving interpersonartelations.

,
Specific activities include:

o Leadership transition assistance to aid new leaders to take command
quickly and effectively.

o Assisting key staff of politically appointed leaders to master their
roles and to learn how to work effectively with the bureaucracy.
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o Conducting organizational dia noses and feedback sessions.

o Designing and facilitating retr ats, workshops, and meetings.

o Designing and conducting t am-building activities for leaders,
managers, and their staffs.

o Conducting training in organization development areas such as time
management, conflict resolution, affirmative act,ion, leadership
styles, effective communications, and conducting productive
meetingi.

'N
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